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Hugo Vanneuville∗
Abstract
In this paper, we study the annealed spectral sample of Voronoi percolation, which is a
continuous and finite point process in R2 whose definition is mostly inspired by the spectral
sample of Bernoulli percolation introduced in [GPS10] by Garban, Pete and Schramm. We
show a clustering effect as well as estimates on the full lower tail of this spectral object.
Our main motivation is the study of two models of dynamical critical Voronoi percolation
in the plane. In the first model, the Voronoi tiling does not evolve in time while the colors of
the cells are resampled at rate 1. In the second model, the centers of the cells move according
to (independent) long range stable Le´vy processes but the colors do not evolve in time. We
prove that for these two dynamical processes there exist almost surely exceptional times with
an unbounded monochromatic component.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Models and main results
In this paper, we study two models of planar dynamical Voronoi percolation at criti-
cality and we prove results of existence of exceptional times with unbounded clusters. Let
us first define the model of (static) planar Voronoi percolation. To this purpose, we first
need a Poisson point process η of intensity 1 in the plane. The Voronoi cells of the points
x ∈ η are the sets C(x) = {u ∈ R2 : ∀x′ ∈ η, ||x − u||2 ≤ ||x′ − u||2}. It is not difficult to
show that a.s. all the cells are bounded convex polygons. Let p ∈ [0, 1]. Conditionally on
η, we construct a coloring of the plane in black and white as follows: each Voronoi cell is
colored in black with probability p and in white with probability 1− p, independently of the
other cells. Note that with this definition the points which are at the boundary of both a
black and a white cell are colored in black and white. This does not change anything in the
proofs and results for static Voronoi percolation but this will help us in the study of some
dynamical models (we will actually use this only in Appendix B).1 We write ω ∈ {−1, 1}η
for the corresponding colored point process, where 1 means black and −1 means white. The
distribution of ω will be denoted by Pp (when we study events that depend only on η, we
sometimes omit the subscript p). Note that, if we condition on η, then the distribution of ω
is Pηp := (pδ1 + (1− p)δ−1)⊗η.
Let us be a little more precise about measurability issues: we let Ω′ denote the set of
locally finite subsets of R2 and we equip Ω′ with the σ-algebra generated by the functions
η ∈ Ω′ 7→ |η∩A| whereA spans the Borel subsets of the plane. Also, we let Ω = ∪η∈Ω′{−1, 1}η
and we equip Ω with the σ-algebra generated by the functions ω ∈ Ω 7→ |ω−1(1) ∩ A| and
ω ∈ Ω 7→ |ω−1(−1) ∩A| where A still spans the Borel subsets of the plane. The measure Pp
is defined on this σ-algebra.
The critical parameter of planar Voronoi percolation is defined as follows:
pc = inf{p ∈ [0, 1] : Pp [0↔∞] > 0} ,
where {0↔∞} is the event that there is a black path from 0 to infinity. It has been shown
by Bolloba´s and Riordan [BR06] that pc = 1/2 (see [DCRT17, AB18] for more recent proofs).
More precisely, if p ≤ 1/2 then a.s. there is no unbounded black component while if p > 1/2
then a.s. there exists a unique unbounded black component.2
In this paper, we are only interested in critical Voronoi percolation, so we fix p = pc =
1/2 once and for all. We are interested in two models of dynamical Voronoi percolation.
These two models are Markov processes with P1/2 as an invariant measure. In all the paper,
we will sample them initialy according this measure.
The first dynamical model is defined analogously to the model of dynamical percolation
from [HPS97] (in this paper, one considers a bond percolation configuration on some graph
and resamples each bond at rate 1, independently of the other bonds). We sample a Voronoi
percolation model of parameter 1/2 (i.e. we sample the variables η and ω ∈ {−1, 1}η as
above) and, conditionally on η, we resample the color of each cell at rate 1, independently
of the other cells. In particular, η does not change in time. We obtain a dynamical
process (ωfroz(t))t∈R+ that we call frozen dynamical Voronoi percolation. This is a
Markov ca`dla`g process with values in Ω (for the metric on Ω defined in Appendix A), so
(ωfroz(t))t∈R+ can be seen as a random variable with values in the Skorokhod space on Ω.
In the second dynamical model, the points of η move around but their colors do not
1Actually, this will be of no importance for a wide family of dynamical processes that we will consider, see
Appendix B for more details.
2The proof of the result for p ≤ 1/2 goes back to the work by Zvavitch [Zva96].
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evolve in time. Let µ be the law of a planar Le´vy process3 starting from 0, sample a Voronoi
percolation model of parameter 1/2 as above, and let each point x ∈ η evolve independently of
the other points according to a process of law µ. We obtain a dynamical process (ωµ(t))t∈R+
that we call µ-dynamical Voronoi percolation. This is also a Markov ca`dla`g process.
We denote the underlying non-colored point configuration by (ηµ(t))t∈R+ . See Appendix A
for a more precise construction of (ωµ(t))t∈R+ .
Let us note that an analogous model has been studied by van den Berg, Meester and
White in [BMW97] for the Poisson-Boolean model, which is another continuous percolation
model. However, they study the model in any dimension and away from criticality, which is
very different from the present paper.
We define the notion of exceptional times exactly as in the case of dynamical Bernoulli
percolation ([HPS97]): a time t ∈ R+ is exceptional if there exists an unbounded black
component at time t. Note that if we fix some t then a.s. it is not exceptional. The question
we are interested in is whether or not there exist (random) exceptional times.4 Our main
results are the following:
Theorem 1.1. Consider frozen dynamical Voronoi percolation. A.s. there exist exceptional
times at which there is an unbounded black component.
Theorem 1.2. There exists α0 ∈]0,+∞[ such that the following holds. Let µ be the law of
a planar Le´vy process such that there exists α ∈]0, α0] satisfying
∃c > 0, ∀L ∈ [1,+∞[, ∀t ∈ [0, 1], P [||Xt||2 ≥ L] ≥ c t
Lα
, (1.1)
where X ∼ µ. Also, let (ωµ(t))t∈R+ be a µ-dynamical Voronoi percolation process. Then,
a.s. there exist exceptional times t at which there is an unbounded black component in ωµ(t).
The α-stable Le´vy processes satisfy (1.1). Thus, our result applies to α-stable pro-
cesses with sufficiently large range but it does not apply if α is too large and in particular
it does not apply to the Brownian motion. However (by analogy with dynamical Bernoulli
percolation models), we expect this result to be true for any Le´vy process (that is not the
zero process).
We can also consider a third dynamical model by “mixing” the two dynamics above. We
have the following result whose proof is essentially the same as Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.3. Let µ be the distribution of a planar Le´vy process, consider a Voronoi per-
colation configuration of parameter 1/2, and define a dynamical process by letting each point
move (conditionally) independently of each other according to a Le´vy process of law µ and by
resampling the color of each point at rate 1 (conditionally) independently of each other and of
the Le´vy processes. Then, there exist exceptional times with a black unbounded component.
(In particular, the above holds when the Le´vy process is a Brownian motion.)
Theorem 1.1 is analogous to the results of existence of exceptional times for dynamical
Bernoulli percolation on the triangular lattice T and the square lattice Z2 that have been
proved by Schramm and Steif [SS10] and Garban, Pete and Schramm [GPS10] and Theo-
rem 1.2 is analogous to the result of existence of exceptional times for Bernoulli percolation
evolving according to an exclusion process that has been proved in [GV19]. In the present
paper, we are highly inspired by the methods from [GPS10] and [GV19] (in this last paper,
the methods from [GPS10] were also central). In [GPS10], Garban, Pete and Schramm define
3One could probably define and study this process where the points move according to some processes which
are not Le´vy. But we were not interested in this question and we have studied Le´vy processes to gain simplicity.
4Note that the event of existence of exceptional times is measurable with respect to (the completion of) the
Skorokhod σ-algebra. Moreover, Kolmogorov 0-1 law implies that either a.s. there is no exceptional time or a.s.
for every open non empty interval J ⊆ R+ there are infinitly many exceptional times in J . We refer to [HPS97]
for similar observations.
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and study the spectral sample of Bernoulli percolation. In the present paper, we study an
analogue of the spectral sample which is a random variable with values in the finite subsets
of R2 that we call the annealed spectral sample of Voronoi percolation and that we
had introduced in [Van18]. See Section 2 for the definition of this continuous spectral object.
1.2 Previous results on planar Voronoi percolation
As mentionned above, Zvavitch [Zva96] has proved that pc ≥ 1/2 and Bolloba´s and Rior-
dan [BR06] have proved the equality. Planar Voronoi percolation has then been studied in
several works (we refer to Sections 1.3 and 1.5 for precise statements): i) in [Tas16], Tassion
proves the annealed box-crossing property at parameter p = 1/2, ii) in [AGMT16], Ahlberg,
Griffiths, Morris and Tassion prove a quenched version of this result and prove a quenched
noise sensitivity result, iii) in [AB18], Ahlberg and Baldasso show noise sensitivity results
where the noise consists in relocalizing a small portion of points and prove that the near-
critical window of Voronoi percolation is of polynomial size, iv) in [Van19], we prove the
quasi-multiplicativity property for arm events and we deduce annealed scaling relations, v)
in [Van18] we prove quantitative quenched results for Voronoi percolation and we deduce a
strict inequality on the exponent of the percolation function.
We see the present work as the third of a series of three papers whom two first are
[Van19] and [Van18] and whose final goal is to study the annealed spectral sample defined
in Section 2. Indeed, the quasi-multiplicativity property from [Van19] and the quantitative
quenched properties from [Van18] are central tools in the present paper. Let us also note
that the proofs from [Van19, Van18] highly rely on the annealed and quenched box-crossing
properties from [Tas16, AGMT16].
Let us finally point out the work [BS98], where Benjamini and Schramm prove an im-
portant intermediate result towards conformal invariance of planar (and also 3D) Voronoi
percolation, which remains one of the main conjectures for this model.
1.3 Noise sensitivity for Voronoi percolation
The question of existence exceptional times is intimately related to the notion of noise
sensitivity. This notion has been introcuded by Benjamini, Kalai and Schramm in [BKS99]
and has then been extensively studied (see [BKS99, SS10, GPS10] for noise sensitivity results
for crossing events of Bernoulli percolation, see also [GS14] for a book on the subject). Let
us recall the defition of noise sensitivity: For each n ∈ N, equip {−1, 1}n with the uniform
measure Pn1/2, let ωn(0) ∼ Pn1/2, and define the dynamical process (ωn(t))t∈R+ by resampling
each coordinate at rate 1/2. Given a sequence of positive integers (mn)n∈N that goes to +∞,
we say that a sequence of functions hn : {−1, 1}mn → {0, 1} is noise sensitive if, for every
t ∈]0,+∞[,
Cov (hn(ωn(0)), hn(ωn(t))) −→
n→+∞ 0 .
1.3.1 Previous results on noise sensitivity for Voronoi percolation
Noise sensitivity has already been studied for continuum percolation models:
• In [ABGM14], the authors prove that the Poisson-Boolean model is noise sensitive.
• In [AGMT16], the authors study quenched Voronoi percolation and answer a conjecture
from [BKS99] related to the notion of noise sensitivity: they prove that, asymptotically
almost surely, the quenched probabilities of crossing event do not depend on η. They
also prove quenched and annealed noise sensitivity results for frozen dynamical Voronoi
percolation, see Theorem 1.4 below.
• In [AB18], the authors prove noise sensitivity results for dynamical models obtained
by relocalizing the position of points, see Theorem 1.5 below.
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Remember that Ω is the set of all colored configurations. If E is a countable set, we write
ΩE = {−1, 1}E . Thus, Ω = ∪η∈Ω′Ωη. Below, we let gn : Ω→ {0, 1} be the event that there
is a black path from left to right in the square [0, n]2.
Let us state the noise sensitivity results from [AGMT16] and [AB18].
Theorem 1.4 ([AGMT16]). The crossing events are noise sensitive for frozen dynamical
Voronoi percolation i.e.
∀t ∈]0,+∞[, Cov (gn(ωfroz(0)), gn(ωfroz(t))) −→
n→+∞ 0 .
The crossing events are also a.s. quenched noise sensitive in the sense that
a.s., ∀t ∈]0,+∞[, Covη (gn(ωfroz(0)), gn(ωfroz(t))) −→
n→+∞ 0 ,
where Covη is the covariance conditioned on η. Moreover, there exists a constant a > 0 such
that these annealed and quenched noise sensivity results also holds if t = tn = n
−a.
Theorem 1.5 ([AB18]). Consider the Voronoi percolation model in the bounded box [0, n]2
defined like in the present paper except that η is a set of n2 independent points uniformly
distributed in [0, n]2 rather than a Poisson process in the plane. We still write ω for the
model at parameter 1/2 and gn for the crossing event of [0, n]
2. Define the two following
ε-noises on the Voronoi model: i) resample the localization of each point of η with probability
ε but do not resample the colors; ii) resample (at the same time) the localization and the
color of each point of η with probability ε. The crossing events are sensitive for these two
noises, i.e.
∀ε ∈]0, 1], Cov (gn(ω), gn(ωε)) −→
n→+∞ 0 ,
where ωε is the ε-perturbation of ω.
1.3.2 A sharp noise sensitivity result
In the present paper, we prove a quantitative noise sensitive result. In order to state this
theorem, we need to introduce the notion of arm events.
Definition 1.6. Let 0 < r,R < +∞ such that r ≤ R and j ∈ N∗. The j-arm event Aj(r,R)
is the event that there are j paths of alternating color in the annulus [−R,R]2\]− r, r[2 from
∂[−r, r]2 to ∂[−R,R]2. We write αanj (r,R) for the annealed probability of this event i.e.:
αanj (r,R) = P1/2 [Aj(r,R)] .
Also, we write αanj (R) = α
an
j (1, R). If r > R, we let α
an
j (r,R) = 1.
Theorem 1.7. Consider frozen dynamical Voronoi percolation and let gn be the crossing
events of [0, n]2. The covariance
Cov
(
gn(ω
froz(0)), gn(ω
froz(tn))
)
goes to 0 as n goes to +∞ if tnn2α4(n) goes to +∞ while this quantity is greater than a
positive constant if tnn
2α4(n) goes to 0.
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We believe that this result also holds for the µ-dynamical processes where µ is the law of
a (non zero) planar Le´vy process and for the dynamics considered in Theorem 1.5, but our
methods are not quantitative enough to imply it.
5The quantity n2α4(n) goes to +∞ as n goes to +∞ polynomially fast in n (see Proposition 1.15).
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1.4 Some notations
In all the paper, we will use the following notations: (a) O(1) is a positive bounded function,
(b) Ω(1) is a positive function bounded away from 0 and (c) if f and g are two non-negative
functions, then f  g means Ω(1)f ≤ g ≤ O(1) f . Also:
i) We write B(x, r) = x+ [−r, r]2 for any x ∈ R2 and r ∈ R+.
ii) We let A(x; r,R) = x + [−R,R]2\] − r, r[2 for any x ∈ R2 and 0 < r ≤ R < +∞.
Moreover, we let A(r,R) = A(0; r,R).
We will also use the following notation, where (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space, G ⊆ F is a
σ-field, and A,B ∈ F are such that P [B] > 0:
P [A | B, G] = P [A ∩B | G]
P [B | G] 1{P[B|G]>0} .
Note that, P[ · | B]-a.s., P[A |B, G] is the conditional expectation of A with respect to G and
under P[ · | B].
1.5 Estimates for crossing and arm events
We end the introduction by stating some results on crossing and arm events that we will use
throughout this paper and are proved in [Van19, Van18]. As explained above, we see these
two papers as the two first of a series of three papers (whom the present one is the third)
whose final goal is to study the annealed spectral sample. In particular, we will rely a lot on
the quasi-multiplicativity property for arm events from [Van19] (see Proposition 1.11 below),
on the quenched estimates for arm events from [Van18] (see Theorem 1.12 below), on the
study of the events Âj(r,R) from Definition 1.13, and on several estimates on arm events
proved in these two papers. In these papers, we highly rely on the annealed and quenched
box-crossing properties proved in [AGMT16, Tas16]. Let us first state these two properties.
Definition 1.8. Given ρ1, ρ2 ∈]0,+∞[, the crossing event Cross(ρ1, ρ2) is the event that
there is a black path in the rectangle [0, ρ1]× [0, ρ2] from its left side to its right side.
By duality, P1/2 [Cross(n, n)] = 1/2. Tassion has proved that the crossing probabilities
for other shapes of rectangles are non-degenerate i.e. he has proved the following annealed
box-crossing property:
Theorem 1.9 ([Tas16]). For every ρ ∈]0,+∞[ there exists c = c(ρ) ∈]0, 1[ such that, for
every R ∈]0,+∞[,
c ≤ P1/2 [Cross(ρR,R)] ≤ 1− c .
Ahlberg, Griffiths, Morris and Tassion have proved that the quenched crossing probabil-
ities asymptotically do not depend on the environement η:
Theorem 1.10 ([AGMT16]). There exists ε > 0 such that the following holds: For every
ρ ∈]0,+∞[ there exists a constant C = C(ρ) < +∞ such that, for every R ∈]0,+∞[,
Var
(
Pη1/2 [Cross(ρR,R)]
)
≤ CR−ε .
The quasi-multiplicativity property. Let us now focus on the arm events. In [Van19],
we have proved that the arm events decay polynomially fast:
∀j ∈ N∗, ∃C = C(j) ∈ [1,+∞[, ∀1 ≤ r ≤ R, 1
C
(
r
R
)C ≤ αanj (r,R) ≤ C(
r
R
)1/C . (1.2)
Moreover, we have proved that the quantities αanj (r,R) satisfy a quasi-multiplicativity prop-
erty:
Proposition 1.11 (Proposition 1.6 of [Van19]). For every j ∈ N∗, there exists C = C(j) ∈
[1,+∞[ such that, for every r1, r2, r3 ∈ [1,+∞[ satisfying r1 ≤ r2 ≤ r3, we have:
1
C
αanj (r1, r3) ≤ αanj (r1, r2)αanj (r2, r3) ≤ Cαanj (r1, r3) .
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Quenched estimates on arm events. In [Van18] we have studied quenched arm
events (by following a strategy from [AGMT16]) and we have roughly proved that with
high probability the quenched probabilities do not depend on the environment η (up to a
constant). In particular, we have proved the following result, where we use the notation
α˜j(r,R) =
√
E
[
Pη1/2 [Aj(r,R)]
2
]
.
(We also write α˜j(R) = α˜j(1, R).)
Theorem 1.12 (Theorem 1.4 of [Van18]). For every j ∈ N∗, there exists C = C(j) < +∞
such that, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ R < +∞:
αanj (r,R) ≤ α˜j(r,R) ≤ Cαanj (r,R) .
In Subsections 2.2 and 3.1, we explain why the quenched estimate Theorem 1.12 is cen-
tral in the present paper (see also Section 2 of [Van18] as well as the proofs - written in
Subsection 2.4 - of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2).
A spatial independence result for arm events. In [Van19], we have studied the
events Âj(r,R) that are useful to apply spatial independence arguments:
Definition 1.13. If j ∈ N∗ and 1 ≤ r ≤ R < +∞, we let6
Âj(r,R) =
{
P1/2
[
Aj(r,R)
∣∣∣ω ∩A(r,R)] > 0} .
(Remember that A(r,R) is the annulus [−R,R]2\]− r, r[2.)
Note that the events Âj(r,R) are measurable with respect to ω∩A(r,R) while the events
Aj(r,R) are not. We have the following estimate:
Proposition 1.14 (Propositions 2.4 and D.8 of [Van19] together with Theorem 1.4 of
[Van18]). For every j ∈ N∗, there exists C = C(j) ∈ [1,+∞[ such that, for every 1 ≤
r ≤ R < +∞,
αanj (r,R) ≤ P1/2
[
Âj(r,R)
]
≤
√
E
[
Pη1/2
[
Âj(r,R)
]2]
≤ Cαanj (r,R) .
In the present work, we will use a lot the events Âj(r,R), see in particular Subsection 3.3
where we prove a quasi-multiplicativity property for coupled Voronoi configurations by fol-
lowing [GPS10] and [Van19]. This subsection is the most technical part of the paper and
the study of events analogue to Âj(r,R) (and the proof of an analogue of Proposition 1.14
for coupled Voronoi configurations, see for instance Lemma 3.26) will be crucial in order to
overcome the problems resulting from spatial dependencies.
Other estimates on arm events. Let us end this section by stating estimates for
some specific values of j. We have the following estimates on the 4-arm event:
Proposition 1.15 (Propositions 6.1 and 7.2 of [Van18]). For every ε > 0, there exists
C = C(ε) < +∞ such that, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ R < +∞,
αan4 (r,R) ≤ C
√
αan2 (r,R)
( r
R
)1−ε
.
Moreover, there exists c > 0 such that, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ R < +∞,
αan4 (r,R) ≥ c
( r
R
)2−c 1
αan1 (r,R)
.
6In Section 2, we define spectral objects ĥ(S) where h is a function. The hat symbol in Âj(r,R) is not at
all a spectral notation, but we have chosen to keep this notation (that was used in [Van19, Van18]) to facilate
references. We hope that it will not confuse the reader.
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By the (annealed) FKG property (see Lemma 14 of Chapter 8 of [BR06]), the first part
of Proposition 1.15 implies the following property.
Corollary 1.16. For every ε > 0, there exists C = C(ε) < +∞ such that, for every
1 ≤ r ≤ R < +∞:
αan4 (r,R) ≤ Cαan1 (r,R)
( r
R
)1−ε
.
We also have the following estimates on the “universal” arm events:
Proposition 1.17 (Proposition 2.7 of [Van19]). For every j ∈ N∗, let A+j (r,R) denote the
j-arm event in the half-plane7 and let αan,+j (r,R) = P1/2
[
A+j (r,R)
]
. We have:
α+,an2 (r,R)  r/R and αan,+3 (r,R)  αan5 (r,R)  (r/R)2 .
Let us finally note that (1.2), the quasi-multiplicativity property Proposition 1.11, The-
orem 1.12 and Proposition 1.14 also apply to arm events in the half-plane (and the proofs
are exactly the same).
Acknowledgments: I would like to thank Christophe Garban for many helpful discus-
sions and for his comments on earlier versions of the manuscript. I would also like to thank
Vincent Tassion for fruitful discussions.
2 The annealed spectal sample of Voronoi percolation
In this section, we explain the main ideas of proofs. We start with the definition of the main
object: the annealed spectral sample. This continuous spectral object was introduced in
[Van18]. Since this is the main object of the present paper, we define it precisely below.
2.1 Definition of the annealed spectral sample
In order to define the annealed spectral sample, we need to recall the definition of the spectral
sample of a Boolean function from [GPS10]. To this purpose, we first need to recall what is
the Fourier decomposition of Boolean functions. Consider a countable set E and equip the
set ΩE = {−1, 1}E with the product “uniform” measure PE1/2 =
(
δ1+δ−1
2
)⊗E
. For every S
finite subset of E, define the following function on ΩE :
χES : ωE ∈ ΩE 7→
∏
i∈S
ωE(i) . (2.1)
The functions χES form an orthonormal set of L
2(ΩE ,P
E
1/2). If h is a function from ΩE to
R that depends on only finitely many coordinates, we can decompose h on this orthonormal
set, i.e.
h =
∑
S finite subset of E
ĥ(S)χES ,
where ĥ(S) = EE1/2 [hχS ] (in particular, ĥ(S) = 0 if there exists i ∈ S such that h does
not depend on the value of the coordinate i). The coefficients ĥ(S) are called the Fourier
coefficients of h. The idea to use this decomposition in order to prove noise sensitivity results
goes back to [BKS99]. Let ωE(0) ∼ PE1/2 and define the dynamical process (ωE(t))t∈R+ by
resampling each coordinate at rate 1. The Fourier basis diagonalises this dynamics:
∀S, S′ finite subsets of E, E [χES (ωE(0))χES′(ωE(t))] = 1S=S′e−t|S| .
7The definition is the same as Aj(r,R) except that we ask that the paths are included in the half-plane.
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As a result,
Cov (h(ωE), h(ωE(t))) =
∑
∅6=S finite subset of E
ĥ(S)2e−t|S| . (2.2)
In [GPS10], the authors introduce a geometrical object: the spectral sample.
Definition 2.1 ([GPS10]). Let h be a measurable function from ΩE to R that is not the
zero function and that depends only on a finite subset F ⊂ E. The spectral sample of h is
a random variable with values in the subsets of F whose law P̂h is given by
∀S ⊆ F, P̂h [{S}] = ĥ(S)
2∑
S′⊆F ĥ(S′)2
=
ĥ(S)2
EE1/2 [h
2]
.
Moreover, the un-normalized spectral measure Q̂h is defined by Q̂h [{S}] = ĥ(S)2.
With this notion, proving noise sensitivity of a Boolean function (at least for non-
degenerate functions) is equivalent to proving that the cardinality of the spectral sample
is large or empty with high probability.
Let us now go back to the model of Voronoi percolation and introduce an annealed version
of the spectral sample. Remember the definition of the sets Ω′ and Ω from Subsection 1.1.
We need three other notations: (a) for every measurable function h from Ω to R and for every
η ∈ Ω′, we write hη for the restriction of h to Ωη = {−1, 1}η; (b) we write S ⊆f E if S is a
finite subset of E, (c) we let F ′ be the (classical) σ-algebra on Ω′ defined in Subsection 1.1.
Definition 2.2 (The annealed spectral sample, see also Section 2 of [Van18]). Let h be a
bounded measurable function from Ω to R which is not the zero function and assume that
a.s. hη depends on finitely many points of η. An annealed spectral sample of h is a
random variables Sanh with values in Ω′ whose distribution P̂anh is defined by
∀A ∈ F ′, P̂anh [A] =
E
[∑
S⊆fη, S∈A ĥ
η(S)2
]
E
[∑
S⊆fη ĥ
η(S)2
] = E
[∑
S⊆fη, S∈A ĥ
η(S)2
]
E [h2]
,
where the coefficients (ĥη(S))S⊆fη are the Fourier coefficients of h
η. Also, we define the
un-normalized measure Q̂anh on Ω′ as follows:
Q̂anh [A] = E
 ∑
S⊆fη, S∈A
ĥη(S)2
 ,
i.e.
Q̂anh [A] = E
[
Q̂hη [A ∩ Ωη]
]
where Q̂hη is the measure on the finite subsets of Ωη from Definition 2.1.
Note that the annealed spectral sample is an a.s. finite continuous point process. The
following is the analogue of (2.2) and is Lemma 2.3 of [Van18].
Lemma 2.3. Take h as in Definition 2.2 and let (ωfroz(t))t≥0 be a frozen dynamical Voronoi
percolation. Then, for all t ≥ 0,
E
[
h(ωfroz(0))h(ωfroz(t))
]
=
∑
k∈N
Q̂anh [|S| = k] e−kt .
Remember that in this paper we study two dynamical processes. Lemma 2.3 links the
annealed spectral sample to the frozen dynamics. We now explain how we can use the
annealed spectral sample in order to study the µ-dynamical Voronoi percolation processes,
where µ is the distribution of a Le´vy process. The formula from Lemma 2.3 comes from
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the fact that the Fourier basis diagonalises the dynamics defined by resampling the values of
the bits independently from each other. We do not have such property for the µ-dynamical
process. The same kind of difficulty arised in the study of exclusion dynamics, see [BGS13,
GV19]. The following lemma is inspired by Lemma 7.1 of [BGS13] and by Lemma 4.1
of [GV19] and generalizes Lemma 2.4 of [Van18]. Remember that, if µ is the distribution of
a planar Le´vy process, we let (ωµ(t))t∈R+ be a µ-dynamical Voronoi percolation process and
we let (ηµ(t))t∈R+ be the underlying (non-colored) point process.
Lemma 2.4. Take h as in Definition 2.2 and let µ be a the distribution of a planar Le´vy
process. For every S ⊆ ηµ(0), let St be the corresponding subset of ηµ(t). Moreover, let F ′
be the (classical) σ-algebra defined on Ω′ in Subsection 1.1, let B1, B2, · · · ∈ F ′ be disjoint
sets such that ∪i≥1Bi = {non empty finite sets of R2}, and let A1, A2, · · · ∈ F ′ satisfying
Ai ⊆ Bi for every i ≥ 1. Assume that for each i ≥ 1 and each t ≥ 0 we have S ∈ Bi if and
only if St ∈ Bi. Also, for each i ≥ 1 and each t ≥ 0, let δ1(i, t), δ2(i) > 0 be such that the
three following properties hold:
i) max
S∈Ai
P
[
St ∈ Ai
∣∣∣S0 = S] ≤ δ1(i, t) ,
ii) max
S∈Ai
P
[
S0 ∈ Ai
∣∣∣St = S] ≤ δ1(i, t) ,
iii) Q̂anh [Ai] ≥ (1− δ2(i))Q̂anh [Bi] .
Then, for every t ≥ 0,
E [h(ωµ(0))h(ωµ(t))] ≤ E
[
Eη1/2 [h]
2
]
+
+∞∑
i=1
Q̂anh [Bi] (δ1(i, t) + 2
√
δ2(i)) .
Proof. To simplify the notations, we write η(t) := ηµ(t). The quantity E [h(ωµ(0))h(ωµ(t))]
equals
E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0)
ĥη(0)(S)χ
η(0)
S (ω
µ(0))
×
 ∑
S⊆fη(t)
ĥη(t)(S)χ
η(t)
S (ω
µ(t))

= E
E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0),S′⊆η(t)
ĥη(0)(S)ĥη(t)(S′)χη(0)S (ω
µ(0))χ
η(t)
S′ (ω
µ(t))
∣∣∣ (η(s))s≥0

= E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0),S′⊆η(t)
ĥη(0)(S)ĥη(t)(S′)E
[
χ
η(0)
S (ω
µ(0))χ
η(t)
S′ (ω
µ(t))
∣∣∣ (η(s))s≥0]

= E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0),S′⊆η(t)
ĥη(0)(S)ĥη(t)(S′)1S′=St

= E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0)
ĥη(0)(S)ĥη(t)(St)

= E
ĥη(0)(∅)ĥη(t)(∅) + +∞∑
i=1
∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Bi
ĥη(0)(S)ĥη(t)(St)

= E
[
ĥη(0)(∅)ĥη(t)(∅)
]
+
+∞∑
i=1
E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Bi
ĥη(0)(S)ĥη(t)(St)
 (by dominated convergence).
Since by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have E
[
ĥη(0)(∅)ĥη(t)(∅)
]
≤ E
[
Eη1/2 [h]
2
]
, it is
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now sufficient to prove that, for every i ≥ 1,
E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Bi
ĥη(0)(S)ĥη(t)(St)
 ≤ Q̂anh [Bi] (δ1(i, t) + 2√δ2(i)) . (2.3)
Let us divide the above sum into three sums:
E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0),S∈Bi
ĥη(0)(S)ĥη(t)(St)
 = E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Ai
ĥη(0)(S)ĥη(t)(St)1St∈Ai

+ E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Ai
ĥη(0)(S)ĥη(t)(St)1St /∈Ai
+ E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Bi\Ai
ĥη(0)(S)ĥη(t)(St)
 .
Let us write Σ1, Σ2 and Σ3 for the three terms of the right-hand-side of the above equality
and let us first deal with Σ1. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (applied to the counting
measure and then to E), we have
Σ1 ≤ E

 ∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Ai
ĥη(0)(S)21St∈Ai
1/2 ∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Ai
ĥη(t)(St)
21St∈Ai
1/2

≤
E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Ai
ĥη(0)(S)21St∈Ai
E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Ai
ĥη(t)(St)
21St∈Ai
1/2
≤
√(
δ1(i, t) Q̂anh [Ai]
)2
≤ δ1(i, t) Q̂anh [Bi] ,
where the second to last inequality is proved by conditioning on η(0) or η(t). Let us now
deal with the terms Σ2 and Σ3. By applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality once again, we
obtain that
Σ2 ≤
E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Ai
ĥη(0)(S)2
 E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0), S∈Ai
ĥη(t)(St)
21St /∈Ai
1/2
=
(
Q̂anh [Ai] Q̂anh [Bi \Ai]
)1/2
≤
√
δ2(i) Q̂anh [Bi] .
By the same calculations, we prove that Σ3 ≤
√
δ2(i) Q̂anh [Bi], which implies (2.3) and ends
the proof. 
2.2 Why don’t we study a quenched spectral sample?
Why do we need to define an annealed spectral sample? At first sight, it may seem
to be easier to work with a quenched spectral sample, which could be defined exactly as
in [GPS10]. However, the quenched model is not translation invariant (which is very impor-
tant in [GPS10]) and we do not have quantitative enough quenched quasi-multiplicativity
properties to be able to follow the strategy of Garban, Pete and Schramm at the quenched
level. This is why we have chosen to introduce an annealed analogue of the spectral sample.
It is important to keep in mind that this is a continuous point process. In particular, we
will study events of the kind:
{Sanh ∩B 6= ∅ = Sanh ∩W} ,
where B and W are two Borel subsets of the plane. Events of the kind
{Sanh ∩B′ 6= ∅ = Sanh ∩W ′} ,
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where B′ and W ′ are subsets of η (that seem at first sight to be the natural analogues of the
events studied in [GPS10]) would not make any sense since we have not coupled the spectral
sample with η.
However, we will also need to work at the quenched level to apply discrete Fourier tech-
niques. Remember that the un-normalized measure of the spectral sample is:
Q̂anh [·] = E
[
Q̂hη [·]
]
.
The strategy will consist in applying discrete Fourier results to Q̂hη and then deducing results
for Q̂anh . The technical difficulties will come from the multiple passages from quenched
to annealed measures. To overcome these difficulties, the key result will be Theorem 1.12.
Let us recall that this theorem says that:
α˜j(r,R) :=
√
E
[
Pη1/2 [Aj(r,R)]
2
]
 αanj (r,R) .
In other words:
Var
(
Pη1/2 [Aj(r,R)]
)
≤ O(1)P1/2 [Aj(r,R)]2 = O(1)αanj (r,R)2 .
Therefore, this theorem roughly means that the arm events do not depend too much on
the environment. Thanks to this result, we will not loose too much each time we go from
quenched to annealed measures. For a more precise explanation of the importance of The-
orem 1.12 in the present work, we refer to Subsection 3.1 (see also the end of Section 2 of
[Van18]).
2.3 Main results on the annealed spectral sample
Let us now state the main results on the annealed spectral sample, which are the analogues
of results from [GPS10, GV19] and which will enable us to prove that there exist exceptional
times. As explained in [GPS10], the expected size of the spectral sample of the crossing event
for Bernoulli percolation is n2α4(n) since the spectral sample has the same one-dimensional
marginal as the pivotal set. By the same argument together with the arm event estimates
from [Van19, Van18] (see Subsection 1.5), one can obtain that the expected size of the
annealed spectral sample of the crossing event of Voronoi percolation is n2αan4 (n). As a
result, the following theorem can be seen as an estimate on the full lower tail of the annealed
spectral sample of Voronoi percolation.
Theorem 2.5. For every n ∈ N∗, let gn denote the crossing event of [0, n]2. There exists
C < +∞ such that for every r ∈ [1, n] we have
P
[
0 < |Sangn | < r2αan4 (r)
] ≤ C (n
r
αan4 (r, n)
)2
+
C
n
.
Remark 2.6. The term Cn is not present in the analogous result from [GPS10]. We will see
that this term comes from the contribution of the boxes outside of [0, n]2. Actually, since
it is conjectured that
(
n
r α
an
4 (r, n)
)2
= (r/n)1/2+o(1), the result should be true without this
term.
It is not difficult to deduce Theorem 1.7 from Theorem 2.5. As one can see below, the
quenched estimate Theorem 1.10 by Ahlberg, Griffiths, Morris and Tassion is also a key
result of the proof of Theorem 1.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.7 using Theorem 2.5. The proof in the case tnn
2αan4 (n)  1 does not
rely on spectral estimates and is the purpose of Appendix C so let us only consider the case
where tnn
2α4(n) goes to +∞. Remember that the renormalisation constant in the definition
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of the distribution P̂angn of Sangn is E1/2 [gn] = P1/2 [Cross(n, n)] (= 1/2). Hence, Lemma 2.3
implies that
Cov
(
gn(ω
foz(0)), gn(ω
froz(tn))
)
=
∑
k≥1
P
[|Sangn | = k]P1/2 [Cross(n, n)] e−ktn
+ P
[|Sangn | = 0]P1/2 [Cross(n, n)]− P1/2 [Cross(n, n)]2 .
Since P
[|Sangn | = 0]P1/2 [Cross(n, n)] = E [Pη1/2 [Cross(n, n)]2], the quenched estimate The-
orem 1.10 implies that
P
[|Sangn | = 0]P1/2 [Cross(n, n)]− P1/2 [Cross(n, n)]2
goes to 0 as n goes to +∞. It is thus sufficient to prove that
∑
k≥1
P
[|Sangn | = k]P1/2 [Cross(n, n)] e−ktn
= 1
2
∑
k≥1
P
[|Sangn | = k] e−ktn
 (2.4)
goes to 0 as n goes to +∞. This is actually a direct consequence of Theorem 2.5. For
details, we refer to Section 8.1 of [GPS10] where Garban, Pete and Schramm prove the
analogue of (2.4) for Bernoulli percolation by using the analogue of Theorem 2.5. In the said
article, the authors use the following properties of the probabilities of arm events of Bernoulli
percolation αj(·, ·): i) they decay polynomially fact, ii) they satisfy the quasi-multiplicativity
property, iii) Ω(1)(n/m)2−Ω(1) ≤ α4(n,m) ≤ O(1) (n/m)1+Ω(1) if 1 ≤ n ≤ m < +∞. All
these properties also hold for the quantities αanj (·, ·) (see Subsection 1.5). 
Let us now state the main results about the annealed spectral sample of the 1-arm event.
Below, we let fR denote the 1-arm event i.e. fR = 1A1(1,R).
Theorem 2.7. There exists C < +∞ such that, if R ∈ [1,+∞[ and r ∈ [1, R], then
P
[
0 < |SanfR | ≤ r2αan4 (r)
] ≤ Cαan1 (r,R) .
In Subsection 2.4, we explain how to deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 2.7.
The following result shows a clustering effect for the annealed spectral sample. In this
theorem, we estimate the probability that a small spectral mass is far from the origin (see
Subsection 2.5 of [GV19] for a discussion about the analogous result in Bernoulli percolation).
Theorem 2.8. There exists ε0 > 0 and C < +∞ such that, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ r0 ≤ R/2 <
+∞,
P
[
0 < |SanfR \ [−r0, r0]2| < r2αan4 (r)
] ≤ Cαan1 (r0, R)(r0r )1−ε0 αan4 (r, r0) .
In Subsection 2.4, we explain how to deduce Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 2.8. We will
actually rely on the following corollary of Theorem 2.8:
Corollary 2.9. Let ε0 be the constant of Theorem 2.8. There exists a constant C < +∞
such that, for all 1 ≤ r ≤ r0 < +∞ and all R ∈ [1,+∞[,
P
[|SanfR | < r2αan4 (r), SanfR * [−r0, r0]2] ≤ C αan1 (r0, R)(r0r )1−ε0 αan4 (r, r0) .
Proof of Corollary 2.9 using Theorem 2.8. If r0 ≥ 2R we have:
P
[SanfR * [−r0, r0]2] = E
[
Q̂fηR
[
S * [−r0, r0]2
]]
E1/2 [fR]
≤ P
[
fηR depends on some points outside of [−r0, r0]2
]
E1/2 [fR]
.
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The result now follows from the fact that E1/2 [fR] = αan1 (R) decays polynomially fast in
R ≤ r0 while P
[
fηR depends on some points outside of [r0, r0]
2
]
decays super-exponentially
fast in r0. Indeed, if f
η
R depends on some points outside of [−r0, r0]2 then there is a Voronoi
cell that intersects both B(0, R) ⊆ B(0, r0/2) and ∂B(0, r0), which has probability less than
O(1) exp
(−Ω(1)r20) by simple properties of Poisson point processes.
If r0 ≤ R/2, then the result is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.8 since
{|SanfR | < r2αan4 (r), SanfR * [−r0, r0]2} ⊆ {0 < |SanfR \ [−r0, r0]2| < r2αan4 (r)} .
If r0 ∈ [R/2, 2R], then this is direct consequence of the quasi-multiplicativity property (and
of (1.2)) and of the result for r0 = R/2 since
{|SanfR | < r2αan4 (r), SanfR * [−r0, r0]2} ⊆ {|SanfR | < r2αan4 (r), SanfR * [−R/2, R/2]2} .
This ends the proof of the corollary. 
2.4 Proofs of existence of exceptional times
In this subsection, we prove the results of existence of exceptional times by using Theo-
rems 2.7 and 2.8. In this section, we assume that the reader has read Section 8
of [GPS10] and Section 4 of [GV19]8 where results of existence of exceptional times are
proved by using analogues of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8.
We start with the following lemma that takes its roots in [HPS97]. Let µ be the distribu-
tion of a planar Le´vy process, and let (ω(t))t≥0 be either a frozen dynamical Voronoi perco-
lation process or a µ-dynamical Voronoi percolation process. Remember that fR = 1A1(1,R)
and let
XR =
∫ 1
0
fR (ω(t)) dt .
Lemma 2.10. Assume that there exists a constant C < +∞ such that for all R ∈ [1,+∞[
we have:
E
[
X2R
] ≤ CE [XR]2 .
Then a.s. there are exceptional times for which there is an unbounded black component.
Lemma 2.10 is proved in Appendix B. Let us now use this lemma to show that Theo-
rems 2.7 (resp. Theorem 2.8) implies Theorem 1.1 (resp. Theorem 1.2). To this purpose, let
us study E [XR] and E
[
X2R
]
. First note that:
E [XR] = αan1 (R) . (2.5)
and (by Fubini):
E
[
X2R
]
=
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
E [fR(ω(s))fR(ω(t))] dsdt
≤ 2
∫ 1
0
E [fR(ω(0))fR(ω(t))] dt . (2.6)
Proof of Theorem 1.1 using Theorem 2.7. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.10 (and by (2.5) and (2.6)),
it is sufficient to show that
P
[|SanfR | = 0]+ ∫ 1
0
∑
k≥1
P
[|SanfR | = k] e−ktdt ≤ O(1)αan1 (R) .
8In Section of [GV19], the reader does not have to read the proofs of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 and can stop just
before the paragraph “The constant α0 = 217/816”.
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(Indeed, the renormalisation constant in the distribution P̂anfR of SanfR is E1/2 [fR] = αan1 (R),
this is why there is αan1 (R) instead of α
an
1 (R)
2 on the right-hand-side.)
Let us first explain why P
[
|SanfR | = 0
]
≤ O(1)αan1 (R). To this purpose, note that:
P
[|SanfR | = 0] = E
[
f̂ηR(∅)2
]
αan1 (R)
=
α˜1(R)
2
αan1 (R)
,
where the notation α˜1(R) comes from Subsection 1.5. The fact that the above is at most of
the order of αan1 (R) is given by Theorem 1.12.
It is thus sufficient to prove that∫ 1
0
∑
k≥1
P
[|SanfR | = k] e−ktdt ≤ O(1)αan1 (R) ,
which is a consequence of Theorem 2.7. The proof of the analogous estimate (by us-
ing the analogue of Theorem 2.7) for Bernoulli percolation on Z2 is written in Section 9
of [GPS10] (see also Section 6 of Chapter XI of [GS14]). In the said article, the au-
thors use the following properties of the probabilities of arm events of Bernoulli percolation
αj(·, ·): i) they decay polynomially fast, ii) they satisfy the quasi-multiplicativity prop-
erty, iii) α1(r,R)
−1(r/R)2−Ω(1) ≤ O(1)α4(r,R). All these properties hold for the quantities
αanj (·, ·) (see Subsection 1.5), so the proof adapts readily. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3 using Theorem 2.7. If we follow the proof of Lemma 2.3 and the begin-
ning of the proof of Lemma 2.4 we obtain that, if (ω(t))t∈R+ is the process from Theorem 1.3,
then
E [fR(ω(0))fR(ω(t))] = E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0)
f̂
η(0)
R (S)f̂
η(t)
R (St)e
−t|S|
 .
(where for every S ⊆ η(0), St is the corresponding subset of η(t)). By the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality (applied twice), this is less than or equal to
E

√√√√ ∑
S⊆fη(0)
f̂
η(0)
R (S)
2e−t|S|
√√√√ ∑
S⊆fη(0)
f̂
η(t)
R (St)
2e−t|S|

≤ E
 ∑
S⊆fη(0)
f̂
η(0)
R (S)
2e−t|S|
 = E [fR(ωfroz(0))fR(ωfroz(t))] ,
where (ωfroz(t))t∈R+ is the frozen dynamical process. As a result, the proof of Theorem 1.3
is the same as the proof of Theorem 1.1 provided that Lemma 2.10 also applies in the case
of (ω(t))t∈R+ . It indeed does, and the proof is exactly the same as for the µ-dynamical
processes (see Appendix B). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2 using using Theorem 2.7 and Corollary 2.9. For every i ∈ N∗, letAi, Bi ⊆
Ω′ be defined as follows, where β ∈]1,+∞[ will be chosen later:
Bi = {η ∈ Ω′ : |η| ∈ [2i, 2i+1 − 1]}
and
Ai = {η ∈ Bi : η ⊆ [−2iβ , 2iβ ]2} ⊆ Bi .
Let δ1(i, t) and δ2(i) be defined by
δ1(i, t) = max
{
max
S∈Ai
P
[
St ∈ Ai
∣∣∣S0 = S] ,max
S∈Ai
P
[
S0 ∈ Ai
∣∣∣St = S]}
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and
δ2(i) = 1−
P̂anfR [Ai]
P̂anfR [Bi]
.
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.10, it is sufficient to prove that:
∫ 1
0
E
[
Eη1/2 [fR]
2
]
αan1 (R)
+
∑
i≥1
P̂anfR [Bi] (δ1(i, t) + 2
√
δ2(i))
 dt ≤ O(1)αan1 (R) . (2.7)
By Theorem 1.10, we have E
[
Eη1/2 [fR]
2
]
= α˜1(R)
2 ≤ O(1)αan1 (R)2 so it only remains
to estimate
∫ 1
0
∑
i≥1 P̂anfR [Bi] (δ1(i, t) + 2
√
δ2(i))dt. Let X ∼ µ. Remember that we have
assumed that, for each L ∈ [1,+∞[ and each t ∈ [0, 1], P [||Xt||2 ≥ L] ≥ ctL−α for some
c > 0. This implies that
∀i ≥ 1, ∀t ∈ [0, 1], δ1(i, t) ≤ exp(−c′t(2i)1−αβ) (2.8)
for some c′ > 0. It thus remains to prove that, if α is sufficiently small, then we can choose
β ∈]1,+∞[ so that we both have∫ 1
0
∑
i≥1
P̂an [Bi] exp(−c′t(2i)1−αβ)dt ≤ O(1)αan1 (R) (2.9)
and ∑
i≥1
P̂an [Bi]
√
δ2(i) ≤ O(1)αan1 (R) . (2.10)
The quantity P̂an [Bi] can be estimated by using Theorem 2.7 and the quantity
P̂an [Bi] δ2(i) = P
[|SanfR | ∈ [2i, 2i+1 − 1], SanfR * [−2βi, 2βi]2]
can be estimated by using Corollary 2.9.
In Section 4 of [GV19], we have proved with Christophe Garban that if α is suffi-
ciently small then there exists β ∈]1,+∞[ such that the analogues of (2.9) and (2.10)
hold for Bernoulli percolation. In the said article, we have used the analogues of Theo-
rem 2.7 and Corollary 2.9 and the following properties of the probabilities of arm events:
i) they decay polynomially fast, ii) they satisfy the quasi-multiplicativity property. iii)
Ω(1)α1(r,R)
−1(r/R)2−Ω(1) ≤ α4(r,R) ≤ O(1) (r/R)α1(r,R). By the results of Subsec-
tion 1.5, the probabilities of arm events in Voronoi percolation satisfy all these proper-
ties, except maybe α4(r,R) ≤ O(1) (r/R)α1(r,R). However, Corollary 1.16 implies that
αan4 (r,R) ≤ O(1) (r/R)1−εαan1 (r,R) for any ε > 0. Actually, this slightly weaker property
would have been enough in [GV19] (and would not have required any change in the proof).
We refer to Section 4 of [GV19] for more details (let us note that the reader does not have to
read the proofs of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 of [GV19] since they are the analogues of Lemma 2.4
and of (2.8) respectively; moreover, the reader can stop just before the paragraph “The
constant α0 = 217/816”). 
3 Proofs of the spectral estimates
3.1 Preliminary results and pivotal sets
In this subsection, we state some preliminary results (these results illustrate the importance
of Theorem 1.12 in the study of the annealed spectral sample). We first state a result
from [GPS10]:
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Lemma 3.1 (Consequence of Lemma 2.2 of [GPS10]). Let E be a countable set and let
h : ΩE = {−1, 1}E → {0, 1} be a function that depends on finitely many coordinates. Then,
for any G ⊆f E we have
Q̂h [S ∩G 6= ∅] ≤ 4PE1/2
[
PivEG(h)
]
and Q̂h [∅ 6= S ⊆ G] ≤ 4PE1/2
[
PivEG(h)
]2
,
where
PivEG(h) = {ωE ∈ {−1, 1}E : ∃ω′E ∈ {−1, 1}E , (ω′E)|Gc = (ωE)|Gc and h(ω′E) 6= h(ωE)} .
In order to state a consequence of Lemma 3.1 for the annealed spectral sample, we need
the two following definitions of pivotal events (that come from [Van19]):
Definition 3.2. Let A be an event measurable with respect to the colored configuration ω.
Also, let D be a bounded Borel subset of the plane.
• Let ω ∈ Ω and let η ∈ Ω′ be the underlying (non-colored) point configuration. The
subset D is said quenched-pivotal for ω and A if there exists ω′ ∈ {−1, 1}η such that
ω and ω′ coincide on η ∩ Dc and 1A(ω′) 6= 1A(ω). We write PivqD(A) for the event
that D is quenched-pivotal for A. Moreover, if we work under the probability measure
Pη1/2 and if x ∈ η, we let Pivqx(A) be the event that changing the color of x modifies
1A.
• We define the event PivD(A) that D is annealed-pivotal for A as follows:
PivD(A) := {P [A |ω \D] ∈]0, 1[} .
Note that we have P [PivqD(A) \PivD(A)] = 0 for any A and D as above. If h is a
measurable function from Ω to {0, 1}, we write PivD(h) = PivD(h−1(1)) and PivqD(h) =
PivqD(h
−1(1)).
Let h be a measurable function from Ω to {0, 1} such that a.s. hη depends on finitely
many points of η. Remember that the annealed non-normalized spectral measure is Q̂anh [·] =
E
[
Q̂hη [·]
]
. Thus, Lemma 3.1 implies that, for every D bounded Borel subset of the plane,
Q̂anh [S ∩D 6= ∅] ≤ 4P1/2 [PivqD(h)] ≤ 4P1/2 [PivD(h)]
and
Q̂anh [∅ 6= S ⊆ D] ≤ 4E
[
Pη1/2 [Piv
q
D(h)]
2
]
≤ 4E
[
Pη1/2 [PivD(h)]
2
]
.
In the case where h = gn (which is the crossing event of [0, n]
2), we have proved (see
respectively9 Lemmas 4.5 and see Lemma D.13 [Van19]) that, if B is a 1 × 1 box included
in [0, n]2 and at distance at least n/3 from the sides of this square, then
P1/2 [PivqB(gn)]  αan4 (n)
and
E
[
Pη1/2 [PivB(gn)]
2
]
≤ O(1) α˜4(n)2 .
Theorem 1.12 enables to compare the quantities αan4 (n) and α˜4(n)
2 that appear naturally in
the study of the annealed spectral sample as one can see in the estimates above. This will
be crucial for us, for instance in the 1st step of the proof written in Subsection 3.2.
Before writting the proofs of the main results on the annealed spectral sample (i.e. The-
orems 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8), let us state another lemma that links the spectral sample to the
pivotal sets. To this purpose, we need the following definition:
9The results of Lemma D.13 of [Van19] are stated in the case h is the 1-arm event fR but the proof of the
analogous results in the case h = gn is exactly the same.
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Definition 3.3. Let E be a countable set and h : ΩE → {0, 1} a function that depends on
finitely many coordinates. If n ∈ N∗ and J1, · · · , Jn are mutually disjoint finite subsets of E,
we say that J1, · · · , Jn are jointly pivotal for h and some ωE ∈ ΩE if for every j0 ∈ {1, · · · , n}
there exists ω′E ∈ ΩE such that ωE and ω′E coincide outside of ∪nj=1Jj and ω′E ∈ PivEJj0 (h).
We write JPEJ1,··· ,Jn(h) for the event that J1, · · · , Jn are jointly pivotal.
Lemma 3.4 (Lemma 2.2 of [GPS10] for n = 1, Lemma 5.7 of [GV19] for the general case).
Let E be a countable set and h : ΩE → {0, 1} a function that depends on finitely many
coordinates. Also, let n ∈ N∗ and let J1, · · · , Jn be mutually disjoint finite subsets of E. If
W ⊆ E satisfies W ∩ Ji = ∅ for every i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, then
Q̂h [∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, S ∩ Ji 6= ∅ = S ∩W ] ≤ 4nEE1/2
[
PE1/2
[
JPEJ1,··· ,Jn(h)
∣∣∣ (ωE)|W c]2] .
Remark 3.5. If n = 0 we have the following (see (2.9) of [GPS10]):
Q̂h [S ∩W = ∅] = EE1/2
[
EE1/2
[
h(ωE)
∣∣∣ (ωE)|W c]2] .
3.2 Proof of the main estimates on the annealed spectral sample
In this subsection, we write the proofs of Theorems 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8. The proof of these
three theorems follows the general method in three steps from [GPS10] (which is also used
in [GV19]). In this section, we assume that the reader has read Sections 4, 5, 6
and 7 of [GPS10] and Section 5 of [GV19].
We start by a 0th step in order to deal with the spectral mass of gn and fR which is
outside of [0, n]2 and [−R,R]2 respectively.
Step 0. In this step, we prove the following estimate:
Lemma 3.6. We have
P
[Sangn \ [0, n]2 6= ∅] ≤ O(1) 1n and P [SanfR \ [−R,R]2 6= ∅] ≤ O(1) 1R .
Proof. Let (Bk)k∈N be an enumeration of the 1×1 boxes of the grid Z2 that are not included
in [0, n]2 (respectively [−R,R]2). Then, by the first part of Lemma 3.1,
P
[Sangn \ [0, n]2 6= ∅] ≤ ∑
k∈N
E
[
Q̂gηn [S ∩Bk 6= ∅]
]
E1/2 [gn]
≤
∑
k∈N
4
P1/2
[
PivqBk(gn)
]
P1/2 [Cross(n, n)]
≤
∑
k∈N
8P1/2 [PivBk(gn)] ,
and similarly
P
[SanfR \ [−R,R]2 6= ∅] ≤∑
k∈N
P1/2 [PivBk(fR)]
αan1 (R)
.
In Section 4 of [Van19], we have proved estimates for these sums (by using the computation
of the 3-arm event in the half-plane). By following Section 4.3 of [Van19], one obtains that∑
k∈N P1/2 [PivBk(gn)] ≤ O(1)n−1 and
∑
k∈N P1/2 [PivBk(fR)] ≤ O(1)αan1 (R)R−1. 
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Step 1. The first step is a combinatorial step where we estimate P [|Sanh | = k] for k suf-
ficiently small (where h is the crossing event gn or the 1-arm event fR). For every S ⊆ R2
and r ∈]0,+∞[, we write S(r) for the set of r× r boxes of the grid rZ2 that intersect S. We
will use the three following estimates to prove Theorems 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8 respectively.
Proposition 3.7. There exists θ < +∞ such that, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ n < +∞ and every
k ∈ N∗,
P
[|Sangn (r)| = k, Sangn ⊆ [0, n]2] ≤ 2θ log2(k+2) (nr αan4 (r, n))2 .
Proposition 3.8. There exists θ < +∞ such that, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ R < +∞ and every
k ∈ N∗,
P
[|SanfR (r)| = k, SanfR ⊆ [−R,R]2] ≤ 2θ log2(k+2)αan1 (r,R) .
Proposition 3.9. There exist ε1 > 0 and θ < +∞ such that, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ r0 ≤ R/2 <
+∞ and every k ∈ N∗,
P
[|SanfR (r) \ [−r0, r0]2| = k, SanfR ⊆ [−R,R]2] ≤ 2θ log2(k+2)αan1 (r0, R)(r0r )1−ε1 αan4 (r, r0) .
Let us prove these three propositions. The proofs follow [GPS10] and [GV19]. We first
need to prove some annulus-structures estimates. To this purpose, let us define three
different notions of “annulus-structures”. In these definitions, the Ai’s are annuli of the
form Ai = A(xi; ρ1(i), ρ2(i)) := xi+[−ρ2(i), ρ2(i)]2\]−ρ1(i), ρ1(i)[2 (ρ1(i) is called the inner
radius of Ai and ρ2(i) is called its outer radius).
• An annulus structure for gn is a collection of mutually disjoint annuliA = {A1, · · · , Al}.
An annulus Ai is called interior if it is contained in [0, n]
2, side if it is centered at a
point of ∂[0, n]2 and is at distance at least its outer radius from the other sides, and
corner if it is centered at a corner of [0, n]2 and its outer radius is at most n/2. We
assume that each Ai is an annulus of one of these kinds. For each i ∈ {1, · · · , l}, we
let h(Ai) be the annealed probability of the 4-arm event in Ai if Ai is interior, of the
3-arm event in Ai \ [0, n]2 if it is a side annulus, and of the 2-arm event in Ai \ [0, n]2
if it is a corner annulus.
• An annulus structure for fR is a collection A = {A1, · · · , Al; rA} where rA ∈ R+ and
A1, · · · , Al are mutually disjoint annuli such that, for each i ∈ {1, · · · , l}, Ai does
not intersect [−rA, rA]2. We define interior, side and corner annuli similarly as above
except that the box [0, n]2 is replaced by [−R,R]2 and that we ask that the inner boxes
of these annli do not contain 0. We also need the notion of centered annuli: an annulus
Ai is called centered if it is centered at 0 and included in [−R,R]2. We assume that
each Ai is an annulus of one of these kinds. For each i ∈ {1, · · · , l} and Ai is either
centered, side or corner, we define h(Ai) as above; if Ai is centered, we let h(Ai) be
the annealed probability of the 1-arm event in Ai.
• An r0-decorated annulus structure for fR is a collection of mutually disjoint annuli
A = {A1, · · · , Al, Al+1, · · · , Am} such that {A1, · · · , Al; r0} is an annulus structure for
fR and Al, · · · , Al+1 are centered at a point of ∂[−r0, r0]2 and have outer radius less
than r0/2. The annuli Al+1, · · · , Am are called r0-annuli. For each i ∈ {1, · · · , l}, we
define h(Ai) as above. For each i ∈ {l + 1, · · · ,m}, we let hε2(Ai) be the annealed
probability of the 4-arm event in Ai times (ρ1(i)/ρ2(i))
ε2 , where ε2 is the constant of
Lemma D.5.
• If A is an annulus structure of gn or fR and if S ⊆ R2, we say that S is compatible
with A if S intersects the inner square of all the non-centered annuli and if S does
not intersect any of the annuli.
• If A is an r0-annulus structure and if S ⊆ R2, we say that S is compatible with
A if S intersects the inner square of all the non-centered annuli and if, for every
i ∈ {1, · · · , l}, S ∩ (Ai \ [−r0, r0]2) = ∅ (note that Ai ∩ [−r0, r0]2 6= ∅ if and only if Ai
is an r0-annulus).
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We have the following result:
Lemma 3.10. In the case of an annulus structure of gn, we have
Q̂angn [S is compatible with A] ≤
l∏
i=1
O(1)h(Ai)
2 . (3.1)
In the case of an annulus structure of fR, we have
Q̂anfR [S is compatible with A] ≤ O(1)αan1 (rA)
l∏
i=1
O(1)h(Ai)
2 . (3.2)
In the case of an r0-decorated annulus structure of fR, we have
Q̂anfR [S is compatible with A] ≤ O(1)αan1 (r0)
l∏
i=1
O(1)h(Ai)
2
m∏
i=l+1
O(1)hε2(Ai) . (3.3)
In the following proof and in other parts of the present paper, we use the following
definition that will help us to deal with spatial independence properties (note that PivD2D1(h)
is measurable with respect to ω ∩D2).
Definition 3.11. If D1, D2 are two bounded Borel subsets of R2 and if h is a measurable
function from Ω to {0, 1}, we let
PivD2D1(h) =
{
P1/2
[
PivD1(h)
∣∣∣ω ∩D2] > 0} .
Proof of Lemma 3.10. Let us first deal with (3.1). Let W = ∪li=1Ai, let Bi denote the inner
box of Ai, and let B
′
1, · · · , B′l′ be the all the inner boxes that do not contain any other inner
box. Note that:
{S is compatible with A} = {B′1 ∩ S, · · · , B′l′ ∩ S 6= ∅ = W ∩ S} .
Remember that Q̂angn [·] = E
[
Q̂gηn [·]
]
. Lemma 3.4 implies that
Q̂angn [S is compatible with A] ≤ 4l
′
E
[
Pη1/2
[
JP ηB′1,··· ,B′l′
(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2]
≤ 4lE
[
Pη1/2
[
JP ηB′1,··· ,B′l′
(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] .
Note furthermore that
JP ηB′1,··· ,B′l′
(gn) ⊆ ∩li=1PivAiBi(gn) .
Since PivAiBi(gn) is measurable with respect to ω∩Ai and since the Ai’s are mutually disjoint,
spatial independence of Poisson processes imply that
Q̂angn [S is compatible with A] ≤ E
[
l∏
i=1
4Pη1/2
[
PivAiBi(gn)
]2]
=
l∏
i=1
4E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivAiBi(gn)
]2]
.
Let ρ1(i) and ρ2(i) be the inner and outer radii of Ai. In [Van19] (Lemma D.13), we have
proved that, if Ai is an interior annulus, then
10
E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivAiBi(gn)
]2]
≤ O(1)E
[
Pη1/2 [A4(ρ1(i), ρ2(i))]
2
]
.
10The results of Lemma D.13 of [Van19] are actually stated for the function fR instead of gn, but the proof of
the analogous results for gn is exactly the same.
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Moreover, Theorem 1.12 implies that
E
[
Pη1/2 [A4(ρ1(i), ρ2(i))]
2
]
 h(Ai)2 .
The case of side and corner annuli is treated exactly in the same way. This ends the proof
of (3.1).
Let us now prove (3.2). We still write W = ∪li=1Ai, and we let B′1, · · · , B′l′ be the inner
boxes of the non-centered annuli such that B′i does not contain any other inner box. Note
that JP ηB′1,··· ,B′l′
(fR) is included in
Â1(1, rA) ∩
l⋂
i=1
PivAiBi(fR) ,
where Â1(·, ·) is the event defined in Definition 1.13. By Proposition 1.14,
E
[
Pη1/2
[
Â1(1, rA)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] = P [Â1(1, rA)] ≤ O(1)αan1 (rA) .
Now, the proof is the same as the proof of (3.1) so we let the details to the reader.
Let us now prove (3.3). In this case, we let W = ∪mi=1Ai \ [−r0, r0]2. Moreover, we let
B′1, · · · , B′m′ be the inner boxes of the non-centered annuli such that B′i does not contain
any other inner box. Note that
{S is compatible with A} = {B′1 ∩ S, · · · , B′m′ ∩ S 6= ∅ = W ∩ S}
and
JP ηB′1,··· ,B′m′
(fR) ⊆ Â1(1, r0/2) ∩
m⋂
i=1
PivAiBi(fR) .
Note also that Ai∩[−r0/2, r0/2]2 = ∅ for every i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}. The fact that S may intersect
the sets Ai ∩ [−r0, r0]2 adds a new difficulty. If we follow the proof of (3.2), it only remains
to deal with the annuli that intersect [−r0, r0]2 - i.e. the r0-annuli - and prove that for these
annuli we have
E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivAiBi(fR)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] ≤ O(1)αan4 (ρ1(i), ρ2(i))(ρ1(i)ρ2(i)
)ε2
,
where ε2 > 0 is the constant of Lemma D.5. To prove this, first note that, if Ai is an
r0-annulus, then
E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivAiBi(fR)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] = E [Pη1/2 [PivAiBi(fR) ∣∣∣ω ∩ [−r0, r0]2]2]
since PivAiBi(fR) is measurable with respect to ω∩Ai. Let Hi be the half plane (or one of the
half planes) that contains [−r0, r0]2, whose boundary contains the center of Ai, and whose
boundary is parallel to the x or y axis. Note that we have
E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivAiBi(fR)
∣∣∣ω ∩ [−r0, r0]2]2] ≤ E [Pη1/2 [PivAiBi(fR) ∣∣∣ω ∩Hi]2] .
Therefore, we can end the proof by applying Lemma D.5. 
Proof of Propositions 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9. Once Lemma 3.10 is proved, the proofs of Proposi-
tions 3.7 and 3.8 (respectively Proposition 3.9) are exactly the same as the proofs of Proposi-
tions 4.1 and 4.7 of [GPS10] (respectively Proposition 5.3 of [GV19]) if one uses the estimates
on arm events from Subsection 1.5. Therefore, we refer to these papers for the proofs. 
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Step 2. We first need to define a random object: Zr is a random union of r × r boxes
of the grid rZ2 defined as follows: each box of this grid is included in Zr with probability
(r2αan4 (r))
−1 independently of the other boxes.
Proposition 3.12. Let 1 ≤ r ≤ n < +∞ and let Sangn be a spectral sample of gn independent
of Zr. Let B be a box of radius r and let B′ be the concentric box with radius r/3. Assume
that B′ ⊆ [0, n]2. Also, let W be a Borel subset of the plane such that W ∩ B = ∅. There
exist two absolute constants r < +∞ and a > 0 such that, if r ≥ r, then
P
[
Sangn ∩B′ ∩ Zr 6= ∅
∣∣∣Sangn ∩B 6= ∅ = Sangn ∩W] ≥ a .
Proposition 3.13. Let 1 ≤ r ≤ R < +∞ and let SanfR be a spectral sample of fR independent
of Zr. Let B be a box of radius r and let B′ be the concentric box with radius r/3. Assume
that B′ ⊆ [−R,R]2 and B ∩ [−4r, 4r]2 = ∅. Also, let W be a Borel subset of the plane such
that W ∩ B = ∅. There exist two absolute constants r < +∞ and a > 0 such that, if r ≥ r,
then
P
[
SanfR ∩B′ ∩ Zr 6= ∅
∣∣∣SanfR ∩B 6= ∅ = SanfR ∩W] ≥ a .
Remark 3.14. With exactly the same proofs, we can also obtain the analogues of Propo-
sitions 3.12 and 3.13 where B and B′ are not squares but rectangles of shape not too de-
generate. More precisely, these propositions hold with the same hypotheses except that we
can ask for instance that B is of the form x + [0, ρ1] × [0, ρ2] and B′ ⊆ B is of the form
x′ + [0, ρ′1] × [0, ρ′2], where r2 ≤ ρ1, ρ2 ≤ 2r, r6 ≤ ρ′1, ρ′2 ≤ r and B′ is at distance at least r6
from the sides of B.
Propositions 3.12 and 3.13 follow from a second and a first moment estimates. Let us fix
two boxes B and B′ like in these propositions. In Subsection 5.7 of [GPS10], the authors
explain how one can adapt the proof of their estimate for the crossing event (of Bernoulli
percolation on Z2 or on the triangular lattice) in order to obtain an estimate for the one-arm
event. By the same observations, one can adapt the proof of our Proposition 3.12 in order
to obtain Proposition 3.13, so we only write the proof of Proposition 3.12.
Below, r, n, B, B′ and W are the quantities and sets from Proposition 3.12.
A second moment estimate.
Lemma 3.15. Let 1 and 2 be two 1× 1 squares of the grid Z2 included in B′. We have
P
[Sangn ∩1 6= ∅, Sangn ∩2 6= ∅, Sangn ∩W = ∅]
≤ O(1)αan4 (dist(1,2))αan4 (r)E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivB(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] ,
where dist(1,2) is the Euclidean distance between the two squares.
Proof. All the annuli considered in this proof are of the form A(x; ρ1, ρ2). Let A1 (respec-
tively A2) be an annulus co-centered with 1 (respectively 2) of inner-radius 1 and of
outer radius dist(1,2)/2. Also, let A3 be the annulus centered at a point at distance
dist(1,2)/2 from both 1 and 2, of inner radius dist(1,2) and of outer radius r/3.
Note that JP η1,2(gn) is included in Piv
A1
1(gn)∩Piv
A2
1(gn)∩Piv
A3
3(gn)∩PivB(gn), where
3 is the inner square of A3. By spatial independence, by using that W does not intersect
B, and by Lemma 3.4, we have
Q̂angn [S ∩1 6= ∅, S ∩2 6= ∅, S ∩W = ∅]
≤ 42 E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivB(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] 3∏
i=1
E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivAii(gn)
]]
= 42 E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivB(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] 3∏
i=1
P1/2
[
PivAii(gn)
]
.
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By Lemma 4.9 of [Van19], we have
3∏
i=1
P1/2
[
PivAii(gn)
]
≤ O(1)αan4 (dist(1,2))2 αan4 (dist(1,2), r) .
By the quasi-multiplicativity property, we have αan4 (dist(1,2))
2
αan4 (dist(1,2), r) ≤
O(1)αan4 (r)α
an
4 (dist(1,2)). This ends the proof since the distribution of Sangn is
Q̂angn [·]
P1/2 [Cross(n, n)]
= 2Q̂angn [·] .

A first moment estimate.
Lemma 3.16. Let  be a 1× 1 square of the grid Z2 included in B′. We have
P
[Sangn ∩ 6= ∅ = Sangn ∩W ] ≥ Ω(1)αan4 (r)E [Pη1/2 [PivB(gn) ∣∣∣ω \W]2] .
Before proving Lemma 3.16, let us explain how to deduce Proposition 3.12 from Lem-
mas 3.15 and 3.16.
Proof of Proposition 3.12. Remember that, if S ⊆ R2 and r ∈ R+, S(r) denotes the set of
all r × r squares of the grid rZ2 that intersect S. Let Y = |Sangn (1) ∩ B′ ∩ Zr|1Sangn∩W=∅.
Lemma 3.16 implies that (by definition of Zr and since it is independent of the annealed
spectral sample)
E [Y ] ≥ Ω(1)E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivB(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] .
Moreover, Lemma 3.15 implies that (by distinguishing between diagonal and non-diagonal
terms)
E
[
Y 2
] ≤ O(1)E [Pη1/2 [PivB(gn) ∣∣∣ω \W]2]
+ E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivB(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] 1
αan4 (r)
2r4
∑
αan4 (dist(1,2))αan4 (r) ,
where the sum is over every pair of 1× 1 squares 1 6= 2 of the grid Z2 that are included
in B′. By the quasi-multiplicativity property, we have
∑
αan4 (dist(1,2))αan4 (r) ≤ O(1) r2
log2(r)∑
k=0
22kαan4 (2
k)αan4 (r)
≤ O(1) r2αan4 (r)2
log2(r)∑
k=0
22kαan4 (2
k, r)−1 .
By using the fact that (for all r′ ≤ r) αan4 (r′, r) ≥ O(1) (r′/r)2−Ω(1), it is not difficult to see
that the above is at most
r4αan4 (r)
2 .
As a result,
E
[
Y 2
] ≤ O(1)E [Pη1/2 [PivB(gn) ∣∣∣ω \W]2] .
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Next, note that (by Lemma 3.4 with n = 1)
P
[Sangn ∩B 6= ∅ = Sangn ∩W ] = E
[
Q̂gηn [S ∩B 6= ∅ = S ∩W ]
]
P1/2 [Cross(n, n)]
≤ 8E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivqB(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2]
≤ 8E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivB(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] .
As a result,
P
[
Sangn ∩B′ ∩ Zr 6= ∅
∣∣∣Sangn ∩B 6= ∅ = Sangn ∩W] ≥ P [Y > 0]
8E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivB(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] .
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
P [Y > 0] ≥ E [Y ]
2
E [Y 2]
≥ Ω(1)E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivB(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] .
This ends the proof. 
Let us start the proof of Lemma 3.16. Let  be a 1× 1 square of the grid Z2 included in
B′. When |η ∩| = 1, we let x be the only element of this set. We have
P
[Sangn ∩ 6= ∅ = S ∩W ] = 1P1/2 [Cross(n, n)]E
[
Q̂gηn [S ∩ 6= ∅ = S ∩W ]
]
≥ 2E
[
1|∩η|=1Q̂gηn [x ∈ S, S ∩W = ∅]
]
.
By Lemma 2.1 of [GPS10], on the event {|η ∩| = 1}, we have
Q̂gηn [x ∈ S, S ∩W = ∅] = Eη1/2
[
Eη1/2
[
χη{x}g
η
n
∣∣∣ω \ (W ∪ {x})]2] .
Since gηn is increasing and only takes values 0 and 1, we have
Eη1/2
[
χη{x}g
η
n
∣∣∣ω \ {x}] = 1
2
1Pivqx(gn) .
As a result,
Eη1/2
[
χη{x}g
η
n
∣∣∣ω \ (W ∪ {x})] = Eη1/2 [Eη1/2 [χη{x}gηn ∣∣∣ω \ {x}] ∣∣∣ω \W]
=
1
2
Pη1/2
[
Pivqx(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W] .
As observed at the beginning of Subsection 5.3 of [GPS10], we have the following: let
ω′, ω′′ ∼ P1/2 be two configurations that have the same underlying point process η and
satisfy i) ω′|η\W = ω
′′
|η\W and ii) conditionally on η, ω
′
|η∩W is independent of ω
′′ and ω′′|η∩W
is independent of ω′. Then,
Eη1/2
[
Pη1/2
[
Pivqx(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] = P [ω′, ω′′ ∈ Pivqx(gn) ∣∣∣ η] .
As a result,
P
[Sangn ∩ 6= ∅ = S ∩W ] ≥ E [1|η∩|=1P [ω′, ω′′ ∈ Pivqx(gn) ∣∣∣ η]] .
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Therefore, in order to prove Lemma 3.16, it is sufficient to show that
E
[
1|η∩|=1P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Pivqx(gn)
∣∣∣ η]] ≥ Ω(1)αan4 (r)E [Pη1/2 [PivB(gn) ∣∣∣ω \W]2] .
If we use the obervation at the beginning of Subsection 5.3 of [GPS10] once again, we obtain
that
E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivB(gn)
∣∣∣ω \W]2] = P [ω′, ω′′ ∈ PivB(gn)] .
As a result, it is enough to prove that
E
[
1|η∩|=1P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Pivqx(gn)
∣∣∣ η]] ≥ Ω(1)αan4 (r)P [ω′, ω′′ ∈ PivB(gn)] , (3.4)
which is a quasi-multiplicativity type estimate. The proof of (3.4) (so the end of the proof
of Lemma 3.16) is written in Subsection 3.3 by relying on quasi-multiplicativity arguments
from [SS10], [GPS10] and [Van19] and by studying precisely events of the form
{ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)} ,
where Â4(r,R) is the event from Definition 1.13; the study of such events will be crucial in
order to overcome problems resulting from spatial dependencies.
Step 3. The last step in [GPS10] is the proof of the following general large deviation
result:
Proposition 3.17 (Proposition 6.1 of [GPS10]). Let n ∈ N∗ and let x, y be two random
variables with values in {0, 1}n such that xi ≥ yi for every i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. Write X =∑n
i=1 xi and Y =
∑n
i=1. Assume that there exists a ∈]0, 1] such that, for every j ∈ {1, · · · , n}
and every I ⊆ {1, · · · , n} \ {j}, we have
P
[
yj = 1
∣∣∣ yi = 0∀i ∈ I] ≥ aP [xj = 1 ∣∣∣ yi = 0∀i ∈ I] .
Then,
P
[
Y = 0
∣∣∣X > 0] ≤ 1
a
E
[
exp(−aX/e)
∣∣∣X > 0] .
Let us end this section by explaining how to combine the Steps 0, · · · , 3 in order to obtain
Theorems 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8.
Proof of Theorems 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8. Remember that, if S ⊆ R2 and r ∈ R+, we write S(r)
for the set of all r× r squares of the grid rZ2 that intersect S. If we use the results of Steps
1, · · · , 3 above and if we follow Section 7 of [GPS10] and Subsection 5.2.2 of [GV19] (where
analogues of Theorems 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8 are proved), we obtain that
P
[
0 < |Sangn (1)| < r2αan4 (r), Sangn ⊆ [0, n]2
] ≤ O(1)(n
r
αan4 (r, n)
)2
;
P
[
0 < |SanfR (1)| < r2αan4 (r), SanfR ⊆ [−R,R]2
] ≤ O(1)αan1 (r,R) ;
and
P
[
0 < |SanfR (1) \ [−r0, r0]2| < r2αan4 (r), SanfR ⊆ [−R,R]2
]
≤ O(1)αan1 (r0, R)
(r0
r
)1−ε1
αan4 (r, r0) .
Note that (for any h) |Sanh | ≥ |Sanh (1)|, so these three results also hold with |Sanh | instead of
|Sanh (1)|. As a result, it only remains to deal with the events {Sangn * [0, n]2} and {SanfR *
[−R,R]2}. Lemma 3.6 implies that
P
[Sangn * [0, n]2] ≤ O(1) /n ,
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which ends the proof of Theorem 2.5 (i.e. the result concerning gn). Concerning the function
fR, Lemma 3.6 implies that
P
[SanfR * [−R,R]2] ≤ O(1) 1R .
Therefore, in order to prove Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 it only remains to prove that, if ε0 > 0 is
sufficiently small, then 1/R is
i) less than O(1)α1(r,R) ;
ii) less than O(1)αan1 (r0, R)
(
r0
r
)1−ε0
αan4 (r, r0) .
Item i) comes for instance from the fact that the probability of the 1-arm event is greater
than the probability of the 2-arm event in the half-plane which has exponent 1 (see Proposi-
tion 1.17). Let us end the proof by showing Item ii). By Proposition 1.15, there exists ε > 0
such that
αan4 (r, r0) ≥ ε
(
r
r0
)2−ε
.
We assume that ε0 ≤ ε. We obtain that
αan1 (r0, R)
(r0
r
)1−ε0
αan4 (r, r0) ≥ εαan1 (r0, R)
r
r0
≥ Ω(1)r0
R
· r
r0
≥ Ω(1) 1
R
.
This ends the proof of Item ii). 
3.3 Quasi-multiplicativity properties for the annealed spectral sam-
ple
In this subsection, we prove (3.4), which implies Lemma 3.15. We refer to Step 2 of Sub-
section 3.2 for the notations used in the present subsection. The proof of (3.4) relies on
quasi-multiplicativity estimates. In this section, we assume that the reader has read
Section 5 of [GPS10] (where the authors prove the analogue of (3.4) for Bernoulli percola-
tion) and Section 7.1 of [Van19] (where the quasi-multiplicativity property is proved for
Voronoi percolation). Let us first define some events introduced in [Van19] (as an important
step of the proof, we will show that, if one condition on the fact that ω and ω′ satisfy a j-
arm event between scales r and R, then the events defined in the three definitions below are
typically satisfied at scales r and R; remember that ω and ω′ are defined in Subsection 3.2;
we will recall their definition below).
Definition 3.18. If δ ∈]0, 1[ and D is a bounded Borel subset fo the plane, we write
Denseδ(D) for the event that, for every u ∈ D, there exists x ∈ η ∩D such that ||x− u||2 ≤
δ · diam(D).
Definition 3.19. In this definition, we introduce the event QBCγδ (D). This event is roughly
the event that the quenched crossing probabilities are not degenerate for all quads Q ⊆ D
satisfying: i) the diameter of Q is larger than δ · diam(D) and ii) two opposite sides of Q are
at distance larger than δ · diam(D).
• A quad is a topological rectangle, i.e. a subset of the plane homeomorphic to a closed
disc with two disjoint non empty segments on its boundary. If Q is a quad, the event
Cross(Q) is the event that there is a black path included in Q that connects one segment
to the other.
• Let D be a subset of the plane and let δ ∈]0, 1[. We denote by Q′δ(D) the set of all quads
Q ⊆ D which are drawn on the grid (δ diam(D)) · Z2 (i.e. whose sides are included
in the edges of (δ diam(D)) · Z2 and whose corners are vertices of (δ diam(D)) · Z2).
Also, we denote by Qδ(D) the set of all quads Q ⊆ D such that there exists a quad
Q′ ∈ Q′δ(D) satisfying Cross(Q′) ⊆ Cross(Q).
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• By [Van19] (Proposition 2.13), there exists a constant C < +∞ such that the following
holds: For every δ ∈]0, 1[ and every γ ∈]0,+∞[, there exists c = c(δ, γ) ∈]0, 1[ such
that, for every D Borel subset of the plane that satisfies diam(D) ≥ δ−2/100, we have
P
[
∀Q ∈ Qδ(D), Pη1/2 [Cross(Q)] ≥ c
]
≥ 1− Cdiam(D)−γ .
We define the event QBCγδ (D) (for “Quenched Box Crossings”) as follows:
QBCγδ (D) = {∀Q ∈ Qδ(D), Pη1/2 [Cross(Q)] ≥ c(δ, γ)} .
Let us now define events that the interfaces at scale r or R are well separated.
Definition 3.20. Let δ ∈]0, 1/100[ and 1 ≤ r ≤ R < +∞. Also, let β1, · · · , βk denote
the interfaces between black and white from ∂[−r, r]2 to ∂[−R,R]2 (which are drawn on
the edges of the Voronoi cells) and let zexti (respectively z
int
i ) denote the end point of βi on
∂[−R,R]2 (respectively on ∂[−r, r]2). We write sext(r,R) for the infimum of ||zexti − zextj ||2
(for i 6= j) and sint(r,R) for the infimum of ||zinti − zintj ||2 (for i 6= j). We define the two
following events (where GI means “Good Interfaces”):
GIextδ (R) =
{
sext(3R/4, R) ≥ 10δR}
and
GIintδ (r) =
{
sint(r, 3r/2) ≥ 10δr} .
(In [Van19], these events are denoted by G˜I
ext
δ (R) and G˜I
int
δ (r).)
We need several lemmas to prove (3.4). In these lemmas, we use the following notations:
(a) W is a Borel subset of the plane,
(b) ω′, ω′′ ∼ P1/2 are two configurations that have the same underlying point process η
and satisfy i) ω′|η\W = ω
′′
|η\W and ii) conditionally on η, ω
′
|η∩W is independent of ω
′′
and ω′′|η∩W is independent of ω
′.
Moreover, for any 1 ≤ r ≤ R < +∞, we write
βan,W4 (r,R) = P [ω
′, ω′′ ∈ A4(r,R)] (3.5)
and
β̂an,W4 (r,R) = P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
, (3.6)
where the event Â4(r,R) is the event from Definition 1.13 (remember that Â4(r,R) is mea-
surable with respect to the configuration restricted to the annulus B(0, R) \ B(0, r)). We
also define the following events analogous to Â4(r,R):
Â
ext
4 (r,R) =
{
P1/2
[
A4(r,R)
∣∣∣ω ∩B(0, R)] > 0} ,
Â
int
4 (r,R) =
{
P1/2
[
A4(r,R)
∣∣∣ω \B(0, r)] > 0}
and we let
β̂an,ext,W4 (r,R) = P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Âext4 (r,R)
]
, β̂an,int,W4 (r,R) = P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Âint4 (r,R)
]
.
We refer to the proof of Lemma 3.25 for an illustration of how we will combine estimates on
β̂an,ext,W4 (r,R) and β̂
an,int,W
4 (r,R) to obtain estimates on the quantity β̂
an,W
4 (r,R).
Note that we clearly have
βan,W4 (r,R) ≤ βan,ext,W4 (r,R), βan,int,W4 (r,R) ≤ β̂an,W4 (r,R) .
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A very important step in the proof of the quasi-multiplicativity type result (3.4) is that
the above inequalities are actually equalities up to constants. Thanks to this - which
roughly implies that the event {ω′, ω′′ ∈ A4(r,R)} depends essentially on the configura-
tion in B(0, R) \ B(0, r) - we will overcome most of the problems resulting from spatial
dependencies.
In order to prove (3.4), we first need to show four lemmas. Before stating them, let us
say that, in his or her reading of Lemmas 3.21 to 3.26, the reader can keep in mind that the
goal of the present subsection is to prove a quasi-multiplicativity property of the kind
∀1 ≤ r1 ≤ r2 ≤ r3 < +∞, β̂an,W4 (r1, r3)  βan,W4 (r1, r3)  βan,W4 (r1, r2)βan,W4 (r2, r3) .
We will not write exactly the proof of such an inequality since we are only interested in
proving (3.4), but it is easier to follow the general ideas by keeping this in mind rather than
(3.4).
We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 3.21. Let E and F be two Borel subsets of the plane and consider two configurations
ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∼ P1/2 such that: i) ω˜′ = ω˜′′ outside of E ∪ F , ii) ω˜′ and ω˜′′ are independent of each
other in E and iii) in F \ E, ω˜′ and ω˜′′ have the same underlying point process η but are
independent conditionally on this point process. Then, for every event A, the quantity
P [ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A]
is non-increasing in E and F .
Proof. This comes from the fact that
P [ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A] = E
[
P1/2
[
A
∣∣∣ η \ E, ω \ (E ∪ F )]2]
and that the σ-algebra σ (η \ E,ω \ (E ∪ F )) is non-increasing in E and F . 
The following lemma is the analogue of Lemma 5.7 of [GPS10].
Lemma 3.22. For any ε > 0, there exist r = r(ε) < +∞, c = c(ε) > 0 and an absolute
constant d ∈]0,+∞[ (in particular, r, c and d are independent of W ) such that the following
holds:
• For any r0 ≥ 1 and r ≥ r0 ∨ r that satisfy
β̂an,ext,W4 (r0, 4r) ≥ εβ̂an,ext,W4 (r0, r) , (3.7)
we have
∀r′ ≥ r, βan,W4 (r0, r′) ≥ cβ̂an,ext,W4 (r0, r)
( r
r′
)d
. (3.8)
• For any r0 ≥ r and any r ∈ [r, r0] that satisfy
β̂an,int,W4 (r/4, r0) ≥ εβ̂an,int,W4 (r, r0) , (3.9)
we have
∀r′ ∈ [r, r], βan,W4 (r′, r0) ≥ cβ̂an,int,W4 (r, r0)
(
r′
r
)d
. (3.10)
It seems much harder to prove the analogue of Lemma 3.22 with all the β̂an,ext,W4 ’s and
β̂an,int,W4 ’s replaced by β
an,W
4 (see for instance the footnote 11).
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Proof of Lemma 3.22. We only prove the first item since the proof of the second one is the
same. Let ε > 0, 1 ≤ r0 ≤ r < +∞, and assume that (3.7) holds. Also, let
X ′ = P
[
ω′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, 4r)
∣∣∣ω′ ∩B(0, r)]
and
X ′′ = P
[
ω′′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, 4r)
∣∣∣ω′′ ∩B(0, r)] .
We have
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, 4r)
∣∣∣ω′ ∩B(0, r), ω′′ ∩B(0, r)]
≤ P
[
ω′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, 4r)
∣∣∣ω′ ∩B(0, r), ω′′ ∩B(0, r)]
∧ P
[
ω′′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, 4r)
∣∣∣ω′ ∩B(0, r), ω′′ ∩B(0, r)]
= X ′ ∧X ′′ =: X˜ . (3.11)
As a result,
E
[
X˜
]
≥ β̂an,ext,W4 (r0, 4r) ≥ εβ̂an,ext,W4 (r0, r) (by (3.7)).
Now, note that11 {X˜ > 0} ⊆ {ω′, ω′′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, r)}. As a result,
E
[
X˜
∣∣∣ω′, ω′′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, r)] ≥ ε . (3.12)
Now, as in Section 7.1 of [Van19], we define the following event that will help us to extend
the arms to a larger scale (see Definitions 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20 for the notations; remember
that, if 1 ≤ ρ1 ≤ ρ2, we let A(ρ1, ρ2) = [−ρ2, ρ2]2\]− ρ1, ρ1[2):
Gextδ (ρ) = GI
ext
δ (ρ) ∩Denseδ(A(ρ/2, 2ρ)) ∩QBC1δ(A(3ρ/4, 3ρ/2))
∩
{
P
[
QBC11/100(A(ρ, 4ρ)) ∩Dense1/100(A(ρ, 4ρ))
∣∣∣ η ∩A(ρ/2, 2ρ)] ≥ 3/4} (3.13)
(the last event in the intersection is defined this way so that the event Gextδ (ρ) is measurable
with respect to ω ∩ A(ρ/2, 2ρ)). For some technical reasons we will also need the following
event where we rather control the interfaces at scale 9ρ/10:
G˜extδ (ρ) = GI
ext
δ (9ρ/10) ∩Denseδ(A(ρ/2, 2ρ)) ∩QBC1δ(A(3ρ/4, 3ρ/2))
∩
{
P
[
QBC11/100(A(ρ, 4ρ)) ∩Dense1/100(A(ρ, 4ρ))
∣∣∣ η ∩A(ρ/2, 2ρ)] ≥ 3/4} .
By Lemma 7.4 of [Van19], there exists a > 0 such that, for every δ ∈]0, 1/1000[, there exists
R = R(δ) such that, if ρ ≥ R(δ), then
P1/2
[
Gextδ (ρ)
]
, P
[
G˜extδ (ρ)
]
≥ 1− 1
a
δa . (3.14)
By Lemma 7.6 of [Van19], there exists an absolute constant δ0 > 0 such that, for every
δ ∈]0, 1/1000[, there exist two constants c′ = c′(δ) > 0 and r = r(δ) < +∞ such that, for
every r1 ≥ r ∨ 4r0, we have
P1/2
[
A4(r0, 4r1) ∩Gextδ0 (4r1)
] ≥ c′P1/2 [A4(r0, r1) ∩Gextδ (r1)] .
With exactly the same proof, if we assume furthermore that r1 ≥ 4r, we even have the
following point-wise inequality:
P1/2
[
A4(r0, 4r1) ∩Gextδ0 (4r1)
∣∣∣ω ∩B(0, r)]
≥ c′P
[
A4(r0, r1) ∩Gextδ (r1)
∣∣∣ω ∩B(0, r)] . (3.15)
11Here, it is important to consider the event Â
ext
4 (r0, 4r) and not the event A4(r0, 4r).
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Now, note that Â
ext
4 (r0, r1) ∩Denseδ(A(r1/2, 2r1)) ⊆ A4(r0, 9r1/10) and remember that we
have Denseδ(A(r1/2, 2r1)) ⊆ G˜extδ (2r1). As a result, still with exactly the same proof as
Lemma 7.6 of [Van19] (and maybe by decreasing δ0 and c
′ and increasing r), we obtain that
furthermore, for every r1 ≥ 4r ∨ r,12
P1/2
[
A4(r0, 4r1), G
ext
δ0 (4r1)
∣∣∣ω ∩B(0, r)]
≥ c′P
[
Â
ext
4 (r0, r1), G˜
ext
δ (r1)
∣∣∣ω ∩B(0, r)] . (3.16)
By (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16), we can fix four constants δ0 ∈]0, 1/1000[, c′ > 0, δ ∈]0, 1/1000[
and r < +∞ such that the three following estimates hold as soon as r ≥ r and r1 ≥ 4r:
P1/2
[
G˜extδ (4r)
]
≤ ε
2
; (3.17)
P1/2
[
A4(r0, 16r) ∩Gextδ0 (16r)
∣∣∣ ω ∩B(0, r)]
≥ c′P
[
A4(r0, 4r) ∩ G˜extδ (4r)
∣∣∣ω ∩B(0, r)] ; (3.18)
P1/2
[
A4(r0, 4r1) ∩Gextδ0 (4r1)
∣∣∣A4(r0, r1) ∩Gextδ0 (r1)] ≥ c′ . (3.19)
As in [GPS10], we now let ω˜′ and ω˜′′ be two configurations with distribution P1/2 that
satisfy i) ω˜′ ∩B(0, r) = ω′ ∩B(0, r) and ω˜′′ ∩B(0, r) = ω′′ ∩B(0, r); ii) ω˜′ is independent of
ω˜′′ outside of B(0, r). In particular, the underlying point processes η˜′ and η˜′′ (of ω˜′ and ω˜′′)
are independent of each other outside of B(0, r). Note that
P
[
ω˜′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, 4r) ∩ G˜extδ (2r)
∣∣∣ω′ ∩B(0, r)]
≥ P
[
ω˜′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, 4r)
∣∣∣ω′ ∩B(0, r)]
− P
[
ω˜′ /∈ G˜extδ (4r)
∣∣∣ω′ ∩B(0, r)]
≥ X˜ − ε
2
(by (3.17)).
As a result, (3.18) implies that
P
[
ω˜′ ∈ A4(r0, 16r) ∩Gextδ0 (16r)
∣∣∣ω′ ∩B(0, r)] ≥ c′ (X˜ − ε
2
)
+
.
Since ω˜′ and ω˜′′ are independent conditionally on ω′ ∩ B(0, r) and ω′′ ∩ B(0, r), the above
implies that
P
[
ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A4(r0, 16r) ∩Gextδ0 (16r)
∣∣∣ω′ ∩B(0, r), ω′′ ∩B(0, r)] ≥ (c′ (X˜ − ε
2
)
+
)2
.
This implies that
P
[
ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A4(r0, 16r) ∩Gextδ0 (16r)
]
= P
[
ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A4(r0, 16r) ∩Gextδ0 (16r), ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â
ext
4 (r0, r)
]
≥ E
[
1
ω′,ω′′∈Âext4 (r0,r)
(
c′
(
X˜ − ε
2
)
+
)2]
≥ P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, r)
] (c′ε)2
4
(by (3.12) and Jensen’s inequality). (3.20)
12Note that this seems much harder to prove the analogue of (3.16) with Gextδ (r1) instead of G˜
ext
δ (r1). Indeed,
the conditionning implies that A4(r0, 9r1/5) holds but not that A4(r0, r1) does, so having information about the
well-separatness of interfaces that end on ∂B(0, r1) does not help us, but having information for those that end
end on ∂B(0, 9r1/5) does.
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By the above and (3.19),
P [ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A4(r0, r′)] ≥ (c
′ε)2
4
(c′)2dlog4(r
′/16r)eP
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, r)
]
.
This ends the proof since P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Âext4 (r0, r)
]
= β̂an,ext,W4 (r0, r) and since, by Lemma 3.21,
P [ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A4(r0, r′)] ≤ βan4 (r0, r′) .

Remark 3.23. In this remark, we use the notations from the proof and we note that (3.15)
implies that, if δ ∈]0, 1/1000[, 1 ≤ r0 ≤ r < +∞, and r1 ≥ r(δ) ∨ 4r, then
P
[
ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A4(r0, 4r1)
∣∣∣ ω˜′ ∩B(0, r), ω˜′′ ∩B(0, r)]
≥ (c′(δ))2P
[
ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A4(r0, r1) ∩Gextδ (r1)
∣∣∣ ω˜′ ∩B(0, r), ω˜′′ ∩B(0, r)] .
This comes from the fact that ω˜′ and ω˜′′ are independent conditionally on ω′ ∩ B(0, r) and
ω′′ ∩B(0, r) and that ω˜′ and ω˜′′ are equal to ω′ and ω′′ respectively in B(0, r). We will use
analogous estimates at the end of the present subsection.
Let us now prove that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.22 hold for some ε > 0.
Lemma 3.24. There exist two absolute constants ε > 0 and R < +∞ such that:
• For every r0 ≥ R and every ρ ≥ r0, we have13
β̂an,ext,W4 (r0, 4ρ) ≥ εβ̂an,ext,W4 (r0, ρ) . (3.21)
• For every r0 ≥ R and every ρ ∈ [R, r0], we have
β̂an,int,W4 (ρ/4, r0) ≥ εβ̂an,int,W4 (ρ, r0) . (3.22)
Proof. We only prove the first item since the proof of the second one is the same. First note
that by Lemma 3.22 we have the following for any ε > 0: If r0 ≥ 1, if r ≥ r0 ∨ r (where
r = r(ε) is the constant from Lemma 3.22), and if
β̂an,ext,W4 (r0, 4r) ≥ εβ̂an,ext,W4 (r0, r) , (3.23)
then for any r′ ≥ r we have
β̂an,ext,W4 (r0, r
′) ≥ βan,W4 (r0, r′) ≥ c
( r
r′
)d
β̂an,ext,W4 (r0, r)
(where c = c(ε) and d are the constants from Lemma 3.22). As explained in the beginning
of the proof of Lemma 5.8 of [GPS10], one can deduce from this that there exists h > 0 such
that, if (3.23) holds for some ε ∈]0, h[, some r0 ≥ 1 and some r ≥ r0 ∨ r(ε), then
β̂an,ext,W4 (r0, 4ρ) ≥ εβ̂an,ext,W4 (r0, ρ)
holds for some ε = ε(ε) and for every ρ ≥ r.
As a result, it is sufficient to prove that there exists ε > 0 such that, for every r0 ≥ 1,
there exists r ≥ r0 satisfying both i) (3.21) for any ρ ∈ [r0, r] and ii) (3.23). This is actually
a direct consequence of the fact that (by (1.2)) there exists an absolute constant c′ ∈]0, 1[
such that, for any r0 ≥ 1 and any r1 ∈ [r0, 4r0],
c′ ≤ αan4 (r0, r1)2 ≤ β̂an,ext,W4 (r0, r1) ≤ 1 .
This ends the proof. 
13Note that in the analogous result Lemma 5.8 of [GPS10], the hypotheses are r0 > 0 and ρ ≥ r0∨R. However,
we don’t need this stronger result and the hypothesis r0 ≥ R simplifies the proof. More precisely, thanks to
this hypothesis, we don’t need to extend the arms to scale 1, which is very technical for Voronoi percolation (see
[Van19]).
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Lemma 3.25. There exist two absolute constants ε > 0 and R < +∞ such that, for every
R ≤ r ≤ R < +∞, we have
β̂an,W4 (r,R) ≤ εβ̂an,W4 (r/4, 4R) .
Proof. Note that the event Â4(r,R) ∩ Dense1/100(A(R/2, 2R)) is included in Â
int
4 (r,R/2)
where the event Dense1/100(A(R/2, 2R)) is the event from Definition 3.18. As a result,
β̂an,W4 (r,R) ≤ P
[¬Dense1/100(A(R/2, 2R))]+ β̂an,int,W4 (r,R/2) . (3.24)
Moreover, β̂an,int,W4 (r,R/2) ≥ αan4 (r,R)2, so β̂an,int,W4 (r,R/2) is greater than some polyno-
mial of r/R. Since the probability of ¬Dense1/100(A(R/2, 2R)) decays to 0 super-polynomially
fast, (3.24) implies that β̂an,W4 (r,R) ≤ 12 β̂an,int,W (r,R/2) if R is sufficiently large.
Now, note that, by Lemmas 3.22 and 3.24, we have: i) for any r0 sufficiently large and
any ρ ≥ r0, the quantities β̂an,ext,W4 (r0, ρ) and βan,W4 (r0, 8ρ) are of the same order; ii) for
any ρ sufficiently large and any r0 ≥ ρ, the quantities β̂an,int,W4 (ρ/8, r0) and βan,W4 (ρ, r0)
are of the same order. As a result, if r is sufficiently large and if R ≥ r, then
β̂an,W4 (r,R) ≤
1
2
β̂an,int,W4 (r,R/2)
≤ O(1)βan,W4 (r/4, R/2)
≤ O(1) β̂an,ext,W4 (r/4, R/2)
≤ O(1)βan,W4 (r/4, 4R)
≤ O(1) β̂an,W4 (r/4, 4R) ,
which ends the proof. 
Lemma 3.26. There exist two absolute constants C ∈]0,+∞[ and R < +∞ such that:
• For any R ≤ r′ ≤ r ≤ R ≤ R′ < +∞, we have
βan,W4 (r
′, R′) ≥ 1
C
β̂an,W4 (r,R)
(
r′R
rR′
)C
.
• If R ≤ r ≤ R < +∞, if G is an event measurable with respect to the configuration
outside of A(r,R) satisfying P [G] ≥ 1− 1C , and if Dr,R = B(0, r) ∪B(0, R)c, then
β̂an,W4 (r,R) ≤ CP [ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A4(r/16, 16R) ∩G] , (3.25)
where ω˜′ and ω˜′′ are two configurations with distribution P1/2 that satisfy i) ω˜′ = ω˜′′
outside of Dr,R ∪W ; ii) ω˜′ and ω˜′′ are independent of each other in Dr,R and iii) in
W \ Dr,R, ω˜′ and ω˜′′ have the same underlying point process η but are independent
conditionally on this point process.
Proof. If one uses the results of Lemma 3.25 (which gives an “inwards and outwards” ana-
logue of the hypotheses (3.7) and (3.9) of Lemma 3.22) and if one follows the proof of
Lemma 3.22 (by studying X ′ = P
[
ω˜′ ∈ Â4(r/4, 4R)
∣∣∣ ω˜′ ∩A(r,R)] and the analogous vari-
able X ′′ and by extending the arms inwards and outwards at the same time) then one obtains
that there exists C ′ ∈]0,+∞[ such that, if r′ is sufficiently large and if r′ ≤ r ≤ R ≤ R′ <
+∞, then
P [ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A4(r′, R′)] ≥ 1
C
(r′/r)C(R/R′)CP
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
. (3.26)
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Since (by Lemma 3.21) the left hand side is at most P [ω′, ω′′ ∈ A4(r′, R′)] = βan,W4 (r′, R′)
and since the right hand side is 1C β̂
an,W
4 (r,R)
(
r′R
rR′
)C
, this gives the first result. Let us now
prove the second result of the lemma. To this purpose, first note that
P [ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ A4(r/16, 16R) \G] ≤ P
[
ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ Â4(r,R) \G
]
= P
[
ω˜′, ω˜′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
P [¬G]
≤ P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
P [¬G] (by Lemma 3.21) .
The second result of the lemma is a direct consequence of the above estimate and of (3.26)
with r′ = r/16 and R′ = 16R (and maybe by increasing the constant C). 
We are now in shape to prove (3.4) i.e. Lemma 3.16.
Proof of Lemma 3.16. Let 1 ≤ r ≤ n < +∞, let B be a box of radius r, let B′ the concentric
box with radius r/3, let W be a Borel subset of the plane such that W ∩ B = ∅, and let 
is a 1 × 1 square of the grid Z2 which is included in B′. We assume that B′ ⊆ [0, n]2. We
recall that ω′, ω′′ ∼ P1/2 are two configurations that have the same underlying point process
η and satisfy i) ω′|η\W = ω
′′
|η\W and ii) conditionally on η, ω
′
|η∩W is independent of ω
′′ and
ω′′|η∩W is independent of ω
′. In Step 2 of Subsection 3.2 we have seen that, in order to prove
Lemma 3.16, it is sufficient to prove (3.4) i.e. that the following holds if r is sufficiently large:
E
[
1|η∩|=1P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Pivqx(gn)
∣∣∣ η]] ≥ Ω(1)αan4 (r)P [ω′, ω′′ ∈ PivB(gn)] ,
where x is the (random) point such that η ∩ = {x} when |η ∩| = 1.
We assume that r ≥ R where R is the constant of Lemma 3.26. We use the following
notations: i) y is the center of B, ii) d0 is the distance between y and the closest side of
[0, n]2, iii) y0 is the projection of y on this side, iv) d1 is the distance between y0 and the
closest corner of [0, n]2, v) y1 is this closest corner. We assume that r ≤ d0/100, d0 ≤ d1/100
and d1 ≤ n/100. The other cases are treated similarly. Without loss of generality, we also
assume that y0 lies on the bottom side and that y1 is the left-bottom corner.
Below, we use the notation β̂an,W4 (·, ·) from (3.6) and we use the analogous notations
β̂an,+,W3 (·, ·) and β̂an,++,W2 (·, ·) for the 3-arm event in the half-plane and the 2-arm event in
the quarter plane. Lemmas 3.22, 3.24, 3.25 and 3.26 are also true for these quantities (and
the proofs are exactly the same). We also use the notations β̂an,W4 (z; ·, ·), β̂an,+,W3 (z; ·, ·) and
β̂an,++,W2 (z; ·, ·) for the probabilities of the same events but translated by z (but with B and
W kept fixed, so these quantities do depend on z). Finally, we use the notation A4(z; ρ1, ρ2)
(respectively Â4(z; ρ1, ρ2)) to denote the event A4(ρ1, ρ2) (respectively Â4(ρ1, ρ2)) translated
by some z ∈ R2. We use the analogous notations for the other arm events.
The desired result is a direct consequence of the two following claims.
Claim 3.27. We have
P [ω′, ω′′ ∈ PivB(gn)] ≤ O(1) β̂an,W4 (y; r, d0)β̂an,+,W3 (y0; d0, d1)β̂an,++,W2 (y1; d1, n) .
Claim 3.28. We have
αan4 (r)β̂
an,W
4 (y; r, d0)β̂
an,+,W
3 (y0; d0, d1)β̂
an,++,W
2 (y1; d1, n)
≤ O(1)E
[
1|η∩|=1P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Pivqx(gn)
∣∣∣ η]] .
Proof of Claim 3.27. To prove this claim, we use the notations for pivotal events from Defi-
nition 3.11. Note that we have
PivB(gn) ⊆ PivA(y;r,d0/10)B (gn) ∩PivA(y0;10d0,d1/10)B(y0,10d0) (gn) ∩Piv
A(y1;10d1,n/10)
B(y1,10d1)
(gn)
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and that the three events on the right-hand side are independent. Hence, it is sufficient to
prove the three following estimates
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ PivA(y;r,d0/10)B (gn)
]
≤ O(1) β̂an,W4 (y; r, d0) ; (3.27)
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ PivA(y0;10d0,d1/10)B(y0,10d0) (gn)
]
≤ O(1) β̂an,+,W3 (y0; d0, d1) ;
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ PivA(y1;10d1,n/10)B(y1,10d1) (gn)
]
≤ O(1) β̂an,++,W2 (y1; d1, n) .
We only write the proof of (3.27) since the other proofs are the same. We use the follow-
ing notation: for any ρ ∈ [r, d0/10] we let Dense(ρ, d0/10) = Dense1/100(A(y; ρ/2, 2ρ)) ∩
Dense1/100(A(y; d0/20, d0/5)). Note that, for every ρ ∈ [r, d0/10],
Piv
A(y;r,d0/10)
B (gn) ⊆ Â4(y; 2ρ, d0/20) ∪
(
Piv
A(y;r,d0/10)
B (gn) \Dense(ρ, d0/10)
)
. (3.28)
Note furthermore that Â4(y; 2ρ, d0/20) is measurable with respect to ω ∩ A(y; 2ρ, d0/20)
while Dense(ρ, d0/10) is measurable with respect to η ∩ (A(y; ρ/2, 2ρ) ∪A(y; d0/20, d0/5)).
Note also that P [Dense(ρ, d0/10)] ≤ O(1) exp(−Ω(1)ρ2). As a result, (3.28) applied to
ρ = r, 2r, · · · implies that P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ PivA(y;r,d0/10)B (gn)
]
is at most
O(1) β̂an,W4 (y; 2r, d0/20)
+
blog2(d0/20r)c∑
k=1
O(1) exp
(−Ω(1)(2kr)2) β̂an,W4 (y; 2k+1r, d0/20) +O(1) exp (−Ω(1)d20) .
The first part of Lemma 3.26 implies that the above is at most O(1) β̂an,W4 (y; r, d0). This
ends the proof of (3.27). 
Proof of Claim 3.28. LetD =
(
B(y0, 8d0)\B(y, d0/8)
)∪(B(y1, 8d1)\B(y0, d1/8))∪B(y1, n/8)c
and let ω̂′ and ω̂′′ be two configurations with law P1/2 such that
i) ω̂′ = ω̂′′ outside of W ∪D;
ii) ω̂′ and ω̂′′ are independent of each other in D;
iii) in W \ D, ω̂′ and ω̂′′ have the same underlying point process η but are independent
conditionally on this point process.
Remember that B is the box of radius r centered at y and that W ∩ B = ∅. By the second
part of Lemma 3.26 (and Lemma 3.21), there exists h > 0 such that, if r is sufficiently large
and if G(y, r) is an event measurable with respect to ω∩B(y, r) = ω∩B, G(y, d0) is an event
measurable with respect to ω∩A(y; d0/8, d0/2), G(y0, d0) is an event measurable with respect
to ω∩A(y0; 2d0, 8d0), G(y0, d1) is an event measurable with respect to ω∩A(y0; d1/8, d1/2),
G(y1, d1) is an event measurable with respect to ω ∩A(y1; 2d1, 8d1) and G(y1, n) is an event
measurable with respect to ω \B(y1, n/8) that are all of probability at least 1− h, then we
have
β̂an,W4 (y; r, d0)β̂
an,+,W
3 (y0; d0, d1)β̂
an,++,W
2 (y1; d1, n)
≤ O(1)P [ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ A4(y; r/2, d0/4) ∩G(y, r) ∩G(y, d0)]
× P [ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ A+3 (y0; 4d0, d1/4) ∩G(y0, d0) ∩G(y0, d1)]
× P [ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ A++2 (y1; 4d1, n/4) ∩G(y1, d1) ∩G(y1, n)] , (3.29)
Let us now prove that, if the events G(y, r), G(y, d0), G(y0, d0), G(y0, d1), G(y1, d1) and
G(y1, n) are suitably chosen, then
Right-hand side of (3.29) ≤ O(1) P [|η̂
′ ∩| = 1, ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ Pivqx(gn)]
αan4 (r)
, (3.30)
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where η̂′ is the non-colored underlying point process of ω̂′ and x is the (random) point such
that η̂′ ∩  = {x} on the event {|η̂′ ∩ | = 1. Note that, by definition of ω̂′ and ω̂′′ (and
since W does not intersect B), we have ω̂′∩ = ω̂′′∩ (so η̂′∩ = η̂′′∩). Before proving
(3.30), let us note that, by Lemma 3.21, we have
P [|η̂′ ∩| = 1, ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ Pivqx(gn)]
≤ P [|η ∩| = 1, ω′, ω′′ ∈ Pivqx(gn)] = E
[
1|η∩|=1P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Pivqx(gn)
∣∣∣ η]] .
Hence, (3.30) implies the desired result. The proof of (3.30) follows four steps. Let Er,d0 =
Er,d0(δ), Ed0,d1 = Ed0,d1(δ) and Ed1,n = Ed1,n(δ) the three events from the right-hand side
of (3.29). So (3.29) is
β̂an,W4 (y; r, d0)β̂
an,+,W
3 (y0; d0, d1)β̂
an,++,W
2 (y1; d1, n) ≤ O(1)P [Er,d0 ]P [Ed0,d1 ]P [Ed1,n] .
1) Let Fd1,n denote the event that, in both ω̂
′ and ω̂′′, there exist one white arm and one
black arm from ∂B(y1, 4d1) ∩ [0, n]2 to the top and right sides of [0, n]2 respectively
(remember that we have assumed that y1 is the left-bottom corner and that y0 belongs
to the bottom side). We choose G(y1, n) = G
ext
δ (y1, n), where G
ext
δ (z, ρ) is G
ext
δ (ρ)
translated by ρ (see (3.13) for the notation Gextδ (ρ)) and with δ sufficiently small so
that P [Gextδ (y1, n)] ≥ 1 − h. Since ω̂′ and ω̂′′ are independent of each other outside
of B(y1, n/8), by exactly the same arguments as in Remark 3.23 (but for a 2-arm
event in the quarter-plane instead of the 4-arm event in the whole plane), we have
P [Fd1,n, ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ G(y1, d1)] ≥ Ω(1)P [Ed1,n] (for any choice of event G(y1, d1)).
2) Let Fd0,n ⊆ Fd1,n be the event that, in both ω̂′ and ω̂′′, there exist one black arm, one
white arm and one black arm from ∂B(y0, 4d0) ∩ [0, n]2 to the left, top and right sides
of [0, n]2 respectively. In this step, we prove that we can choose G(y0, d1) and G(y1, d1)
such that
P [Fd0,n, ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ G(y0, d0)] ≥ Ω(1)P [Ed0,d1 ]P [Fd1,n, ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ G(y1, d1)] . (3.31)
This estimate is a little harder than the estimate of Step 1) above because of the
interactions between the event Ed0,d1 and the event Fd1,n ∩ {ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ G(y1, d1)} at
scale d1. In Subsection 7.1 of [Van19] (see Lemma 7.9 and just below this lemma), we
have proved the following for every r1 sufficiently large, r2 ≥ 6r1 and r3 ≥ 6r2:
P1/2 [A4(r1, r3)]
≥ Ω(1)P1/2
[
A4(r1, r2/3) ∩Gextδ (r2/3)
] ·P1/2 [A4(3r2, r3) ∩Gintδ (3r2)] ,
where Gintδ (ρ) is an “interior” analogue of G
ext
δ (ρ). With exactly the same proof we
even have the following pointwise inequality:
P1/2
[
A4(r1, r3)
∣∣∣ω ∩ (B(0, r2/6) ∪B(0, 6r2)c)]
≥ Ω(1)P1/2
[
A4(r1, r2/3) ∩Gextδ (r2/3)
∣∣∣ω ∩ (B(0, r2/6) ∪B(0, 6r2)c)]
×P1/2
[
A4(3r2, r3) ∩Gintδ (3r2)
∣∣∣ω ∩ (B(0, r2/6) ∪B(0, 6r2)c)] .
Since ω̂′ and ω̂′′ are independent of each other in A(y0; d1/8, 8d1), the proof of the above
adapts readily to our case by choosing for G(y0, d1) an analogue of G
ext
δ (y1, d1/4) and
for G(y1, d1) an analogue of G
int
δ (y1, 4d1). Since the proof of (3.31) does not require
any new idea, we leave the details to the reader and we refer to [Van19] for more details.
3) The third step consists in proving that we can choose G(y, d0) and G(y0, d0) such that
P [Fr,n, ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ G(y, r)] ≥ Ω(1)P [Er,d0 ]P [Fd0,n, ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ G(y0, d0)] ,
where Fr,n ⊆ Fd0,n is the event that, in both ω̂′ and ω̂′′, there are two black arms from
∂B(y, r/2) to the left and right sides of [0, n]2 and two white arms from ∂B(y, r/2) to
the top and bottom sides of [0, n]2. The proof is exactly the same as in Step 2).
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4) Let F1,n denote the event that in both ω̂
′ and ω̂′′, there is only one point in  and
there are two black arms from the cell C of this point to the left and right sides of
[0, n]2 and two white arms from C to the top and bottom sides of [0, n]2 (and that C
is included in [0, n]2). The fourth step consists in proving that we can choose G(y, r)
such that
P [F1,n] ≥ Ω(1)αan4 (r)P [Fr,n, ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ G(y, r)] . (3.32)
In [Van19] (see Lemma 4.6), we have proved the following: if ′ ⊆ [0, r]2 is a 1 × 1
square at distance at least r/3 from the sides of [0, r]2, let F ′1,r denote the event that
there is only one point in ′ and there are two black arms from the cell C ′ of this point
to the left and right sides of [0, r]2 and two white arms from C ′ to the top and bottom
sides of [0, r]2 (and that C ′ is included in [0, r]2). Then, P[F ′1,r] ≥ Ω(1)αan4 (r). Since
the configurations ω̂′ and ω̂′′ coincide in B = B(y, r), the proof of the desired result
(3.32) is the same as in [Van19], so we leave once again the details to the reader and
refer to [Van19].
The four steps imply (3.30) since F1,n ⊆ {|η̂′ ∩ | = 1} ∩ {ω̂′, ω̂′′ ∈ Pivqx(gn)}, which ends
the proof of the claim. 
This also ends the proof of Lemma 3.16. 
A Simple properties of the µ-dynamical processes
A metric on Ω. As explained in Appendix A.2.6 of [DVJ03], we can equip the set
MBR2×{−1,1} of all (locally finite) Borel measures on R2 × {−1, 1} with a metric d such that
i) (MBR2×{−1,1}, d) is a Polish space, ii) the restriction14 of d to Ω generates the (classical)
σ-algebra we have defined in Subsection 1.1 and iii) the restriction of d to Ω is given by the
following expression, where ω1, ω2 ∈ Ω and where η1 and η2 are such that ω1 ∈ {−1, 1}η1
and ω2 ∈ {−1, 1}η2 :
d(ω1, ω2) =
∫ +∞
0
e−r
d′r(ω1, ω2)
1 + d′r(ω1, ω2)
dr . (A.1)
The quantity d′r(ω1, ω2) of (A.1) is defined by
d′r(ω1, ω2) = inf
φ
sup
x
||x− φ(x)||2 ,
where the infimum above is over every bijection φ between η1∩ [−r, r]2 and η2∩ [−r, r]2 such
that
∀x ∈ η1 ∩ [−r, r]2, ω1(x) = 1⇔ ω2(φ(x)) = 1 ,
and the supremum is over every x ∈ η1 ∩ [−r, r]2. When such a bijection does not exist, we
let d′r(ω1, ω2) = 1.
With this definition, it is clear that the frozen dynamical Voronoi percolation process is
a ca`dla`g process with values in (Ω, d|Ω). Now, let µ be the law of a Le´vy process in the plane
starting from 0, let ωµ(0) ∼ P1/2 and let each point of the underlying configuration ηµ(0)
evolve conditionally independently according to a process of law µ. For each t, let ωµ(t) the
set of points we thus obtain. Then, Palm formula implies that for each fixed t, the law of
ωµ(t) is P1/2. In particular, for each fixed t, a.s. the set of points in ωµ(t) is locally finite
i.e. ωµ(t) ∈ Ω. By using the Markov property of Le´vy processes, it is not difficult to deduce
from this that a.s., for every M,T < +∞, there are only finitely many points that intersect
[−M,M ]2 at some time t ∈ [0, T ]. In particular, for every t the set of points in ωµ(t) is
locally finite (i.e. we can replace “for every t a.s.” by “a.s. for every t”). Note furthermore
that classical potential theory results on Le´vy processes (see [Ber98]) imply that a.s. there
is no collusion of points. By using that the time reversal process of a Le´vy process is a
14The set Ω is included inMBR2×{−1,1} if we see an element ω of Ω as the corresponding measure
∑
(x,)∈ω δ(x,).
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ca`gla`d Le´vy process, we even have that, for each T < +∞ and each M < +∞, the infimum
on t ∈ [0, T ] and on x 6= y ∈ ηµ(t) ∩ [−M,M ]2 of ||x − y||2 is positive. All these proper-
ties imply that the process (ωµ(t))t∈R+ is a well-defined ca`dla`g process with values in (Ω, d|Ω).
Let us end this small section with a remark concerning giant cells.
Remark A.1. In this remark we observe that a.s. there is no time with an unbounded Voronoi
cell. For the frozen dynamical process this is obvious since the point process η does not evolve
in time. Concerning the µ-dynamical processes, one can do the following reasonning: first,
fix some T < +∞ and for each 1 × 1 box B of the grid Z2 let ZB be the random variable
that equals 1 if there exists x ∈ ηµ(0) ∩ B that stays in B at least until time T . Note that
(ZB)B is a family of i.i.d. Bernoulli variables of some parameter p(T ) ∈]0, 1[. It is sufficient
to prove the following claim:
Claim A.2. A.s., for every configuration η that contains at least one point in each box B
such that ZB = 1, the Voronoi tiling of η has no unbounded cell.
Proof. If k ∈ N, we let Dense(k) denote the event that, for every u ∈ A(2k, 2k+1) =
[−2k+1, 2k+1]2\] − 2k, 2k[2, there is a box B ⊆ A(2k, 2k+1) at distance less than 2k/100
from u such that ZB = 1. Note that if this event holds then for any η that contains at least
one point in each box B such that ZB = 1, there cannot be a Voronoi cell of η that intersects
both [2k, 2k]2 and ∂[2k+1, 2k+1]2. As a result, it is sufficient to prove that a.s. infinitely
many events Dense(k) hold. Note that the events Dense(k) are independent and that
P [Dense(k)] ≥ 1−O(1) exp (−Ω(1)p(T )22k) .
This implies the desired result. 
B The 2nd moment method
In this appendix, we prove Lemma 2.10. To this purpose, we follow the proof of the analogous
result from [HPS97]. Recall that fR is the 1-arm event and that
XR =
∫ 1
0
fR (ω(t)) dt .
Assume that there exists a constant C as in Lemma 2.10 and consider the following (random)
set:
TR =
{
t ∈ [0, 1] : 0 ω(t)←→ R
}
.
By using the fact that (XR)R>0 is decreasing and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
P [∀R > 0, TR 6= ∅] ≥ P [∀R > 0, XR 6= 0]
= lim
R→+∞
P [XR > 0]
≥ liminf
R→+∞
E [XR]2
E [X2R]
≥ 1/C > 0 .
By Kolmogorov 0-1 law, a.s. there are exceptional times or a.s. there is no exceptional time.
As a result, it is sufficient to prove the following lemma.
Lemma B.1. We have the following a.s.: if for every R > 0 the set TR is non-empty, then
there exists a time t ∈ [0, 1] at which there is an unbounded black component.
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Proof. In the case of frozen dynamical Voronoi percolation, the proof is exactly the same
as in the case of Bernoulli percolation, see Section 5 of [SS10] (where the authors rely on
Lemma 3.2 of [HPS97]). Let µ denote the law of a planar Le´vy process starting from 0
and consider a µ-dynamical Voronoi percolation process. If M < +∞, we denote by ηM the
subset of η(0) of all the points whose Voronoi cell intersects [−M,M ]2 at some time t ∈ [0, 1].
If a.s. for every M the adjacency matrix of ηM and the colors of these points change their
value only finitely many times between time 0 and time 1, then the proof is also exactly
the same as in [SS10]. This is the case for instance when the Le´vy processes are compound
Poisson processes (that can be chosen to satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2).
Let us also note that, in the above cases, the fact that we have chosen that the color of
the points at the boundary of both a black and a white cell are colored in black and white
is not important.
Let us write the proof in the general case of a µ-dynamical Voronoi process. First note
that if the sets TR were a.s. closed (hence compact), the result would have been obvious.
The first step of the proof consists in modifying a little the processes so that, for each
t ∈ ∩R>0TR ⊆ [0, 1], there is an unbounded black component at time t (where TR is the
closure of TR).
If y(0) ∈ η(0), we write y(t) for the corresponding point of η(t). For every t ≥ 0, we
define two graphs G(t) and G(t) as follows:
1. The vertex set of both G(t) and G(t) is η(t).
2. Two points of η(t) are adjacent in G(t) if their Voronoi cells are adjacent (i.e. if the
intersection of the two Voronoi cells is non-empty; remember that with our definition
the Voronoi cells are closed sets).
3. The edge set of G(t) is defined using (G(s))s≥0 as follows: two points y(t), z(t) ∈ η(t)
are adjacent in G(t) if there exists tn → t such that for each n, {y(tn), z(tn)} is an edge
of G(tn).
Remember that in Appendix A we have seen that a.s. there is no time with an unbounded
Voronoi cell. As a result, a.s. the set of times t ∈ [0, 1] such that there is an infinite path of
black vertices in G(t) contains ∩R>0TR. Hence, if for every R > 0 we have TR 6= ∅, then such
an infinite black path exists. Note also that a.s. for every t ∈ [0, 1] if there exists an infinite
component in G(t) made of black vertices then there exists an unbounded black component
in the coloring of the plane induced by ω(t). This ends the proof provided that we show the
following lemma. 
Lemma B.2. Let µ be the distribution of a planar Le´vy process and let (ω(t))t≥0 be a µ-
dynamical Voronoi process. We use the same notations as in the proof of Lemma B.1. A.s.
for every t ∈ R+ there exists an infinite component in G(t) made of black vertices if and
only if there exists an infinite component made of black vertices in G(t).
Proof. Let us first prove the following claim:
Claim B.3. We have the following a.s.: for every t ≥ 0, if G(t) 6= G(t), then one of the
Le´vy processes is not continuous at time t.
Proof. Let us first make the following deterministic observation: let η be an infinite locally
finite set of points of the plane, consider the Voronoi tiling induced by η, and let y, z ∈ η.
Then, the cells of y and z intersect each other if and only if y and z belong to the boundary
of a disc D whose interior does not contain any point of η.
Now, let t ≥ 0 such that all the Le´vy processes are continuous at time t and let y(t) and
z(t) be two points of η(t) such that {y(t), z(t)} ∈ G(t). We want to prove that, except on a set
of probability 0 that does not depend on t, {y(t), z(t)} ∈ G(t). Since {y(t), z(t)} ∈ G(t), there
exists tn → t such that, for each n, {y(tn), z(tn)} ∈ G(tn). By the deterministic observation
above, we deduce that there exist discs Dn (with centers an and radii rn, say) such that
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y(tn) and z(tn) belong to the boundary of Dn and η(tn) does not intersect the interior of
Dn. By using the arguments from Remark A.1, one can easily show that, except on a set
of probability 0 that does not depend on t, (rn)n and (an)n are bounded sequences (indeed,
otherwise there would exist an open half-plane H such that there is no point y(0) ∈ η(0)∩H
such that for every s ∈ [0, t + 1], y(s) ∈ H). Therefore (by considering a subsequence of
these sequences), we can assume that (rn)n converges to some r ∈ R+ and (an)n converges
to some a ∈ R2. By continuity of the Le´vy processes at time t we have the two following
properties: (a) y(t) and z(t) belong to the boundary of the disc centered at x of radius r,
and (b) this disc does not contain any point of η(t) in its interior. We can now conclude by
using once again the above deterministic observation. 
We are now ready to prove Lemma B.2. Let y(0) ∈ η(0) and, for every ε > 0, let
0 ≤ s1 = s1(ε) < s2 = s2(ε) < · · · be the times at which the Le´vy process attached to y(0)
is discontinuous with a jump of size at least ε. Thanks to the claim and by σ-additivity,
it is sufficient to prove that, for every k ∈ N+, a.s. there is no infinite black component in
G(sk). Fix such k ∈ N+ and consider the process (ω′(t))t≥0 which is defined using (ω(t))t≥0
as follows: (a) ω′(0) = ω(0), (b) every point of η(0) \ {y(0)} evolves in (ω′(t))t≥0 exactly
like in (ω(t))t≥0 and (c) the point y(0) evolves according to a Le´vy process of distribution
µ independent of everything else. Note that ω′(sk) ∼ P1/2. In particular, a.s. there is no
unbounded black component in ω′(sk). As a result, a.s. there is no infinite component made
of black vertices in G′(sk) (where G′(sk) is the obvious analogue of G(sk)). Moreover, G(sk)
and G′(sk) only differ by finitely many edges, which cannot affect the existence of an infinite
component. Hence, a.s. there is no infinite black component in G(sk). This ends the proof.

C Absence of noise sensitivity for tn sufficiently small
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.7 in the case tnn
2αan4 (n) −→
n→+∞ 0. First note that it is
sufficient to prove that
E
[
hn(ω
froz(0))hn(ω
froz(tn))
] −→
n→+∞ 1 ,
where hn is the ±1 indicator function of Cross(n, n).
Consider the annealed pivotal event PivD(gn) (where D is a bounded Borel subset of the
plane) and the quenched pivotal event Pivqx(gn) from Definition 3.2. Note that PivD(gn) is
independent of η ∩D. As a result,
E1/2
[∑
x∈η
Pη1/2 [Piv
q
x(gn)]
]
≤
∑
B box of Z2
E1/2
[|η ∩B|1PivB(gn)]
=
∑
B box of Z2
P1/2 [PivB(gn)] . (C.1)
In [Van19] (Proposition 4.1), we have proved that∑
B box of Z2
P1/2 [PivB(gn)]  n2αan4 (n) . (C.2)
Now, note that:
E
[
hn(ω
froz(0))hn(ω
froz(tn))
]
= E
[
E
[
hn(ω
froz(0))hn(ω
froz(tn))
∣∣∣ η]]
= E
∑
S⊆fη
ĥηn(S)
2e−tn|S|

≥ E
[
exp
(
−tn
∑
x∈η
Pη1/2 [Piv
q
x(gn)]
)]
,
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where the last inequality is (6.10) of [GS14]. The result now follows from the fact that, by
(C.1) and (C.2),
∑
x∈η P
η
1/2 [Piv
q
x(gn)] t−1n with high probability.
D The probability of a 4-arm event conditioned on the
configuration in a half-plane
In this section, we prove the following estimate on the 4-arm event conditioned on the
configuration in a half-plane.
Lemma D.1. Let H be the lower half-plane {(x1, x2) ∈ R2 : x2 ≤ 0}. There exists ε > 0
such that, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ R < +∞,
E
[
Pη1/2
[
A4(r,R)
∣∣∣ω ∩H]2] ≤ 1
ε
( r
R
)ε
αan4 (r,R) .
Proof. Let us prove the following stronger result, where Â4(r,R) ⊇ A4(r,R) is the event
from Definition 1.13: there exists ε > 0 such that, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ R < +∞,
E
[
Pη1/2
[
Â4(r,R)
∣∣∣ω ∩H]2] ≤ 1
ε
( r
R
)ε
αan4 (r,R) . (D.1)
To this purpose, we follow the proof of Lemma C.1 of [GV19] which is the analogous result
for Bernoulli percolation on Z2. Let ω′, ω′′ ∼ P1/2 be two configurations that have the same
underlying point process η, that coincide on η ∩H and that are conditionally independent
on η \H. As observed in the beginning of Subsection 5.3 of [GPS10], we have
Eη1/2
[
Pη1/2
[
Â4(r,R)
∣∣∣ω ∩H]2] = P [ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R) ∣∣∣ η] . (D.2)
The general idea of the proof is that, even if we condition on the event {ω′′ ∈ A4(r,R)},
then with high probability there are Ω(1) log(R/r) scales at which the following holds in ω′:
there are so many black connexions in Hc that, if ω′ ∈ A4(r,R), then there must be a 3-arm
event in H. Since (by the results of Subsection 1.5), the probability of the 3-arm event in
the half-plane is much less than the probability of the 4-arm event in the full plane, this
together with quasi-multiplicativity estimates would imply the desired result. The technical
difficulty is that (for some reasons that will become clear below), it seems hard to make this
reasoning work at the annealed level so we have to work at the quenched level.
Fix some M ∈ [100,+∞[ to be chosen later and let ρ ∈ [100M2,+∞[. The organisation
of the proof is as follows. Paragraphs A, B and C are devoted to preliminary results. In
Paragraph D, we follow the above ideas in order to prove a quenched analogue of (D.1) in
the special case where r = ρi and R = ρi+1 for some i ∈ N∗. To this purpose, we study
4-arm and 3-arm events at the following logM (ρ) scales: ρ
i, ρiM,ρiM2, · · · , ρi+1 (i.e., in
this paragraph, the constant M is the constant used to decide how the scales that we study
evolve). In Paragraph E, we conclude the proof. In this paragraph, we will study the models
at the scales ρ, ρ2, · · · i.e. the constant ρ will be the constant used to decide how the scales
that we study evolve.
To simplify the notations in Paragraph D, for any i ∈ N∗ and k ∈ N we let
ρik := ρ
iMk
which has to be thought as the “kth intermediate scale at the global scale ρi”.
A. The box-crossing and spatial independence properties. We will use the
following events, where the “Dense” events and the “QBC” events are defined in Defini-
tions 3.18 and 3.19:
G˜P
i
(ρ,M) :=
+∞⋂
k=0
Dense1/(100M)
(
A(ρik, ρ
i
k+1)
) ∩QBC21/(100M) (A(ρik, ρik+1))
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(where GP means “Good Point process”). We recall that the events QBC21/(100M)
(
A(ρik, ρ
i
k+1)
)
provide box-crossing properties for all the rectangles that are included in A(ρik, ρ
i
k+1) and are
drawn on the grid aZ2 for some a of the order of ρik+1/(100M) = ρik/100. However, the box-
crossing constant depends onM (see Definition 3.19). The events Dense1/(100M)
(
A(ρik, ρ
i
k+1)
)
provide spatial independence properties. Below, we will use obvious independence properties
without mentioning them explicitly when we work under the probability measure Pη1/2 for
some η ∈ G˜Pi(ρ,M).
It is easy to see that for each k ∈ N and each i ∈ N∗, we have
P
[
Dense1/(100M)(A(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1))
] ≥ 1− exp(−Ω(1)(ρik)2) .
Moreover, Definition 3.19 implies that for each k ∈ N and each i ∈ N∗, we have
P
[
QBC21/(100M)(A(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1))
]
≥ 1−O(1) 1
(ρik+1)
2
.
As a result, for every i ∈ N∗ we have
P
[
G˜P
i
(ρ,M)
]
≥ 1−O(1) 1
(ρi)2
≥ 1−O(1) 1
ρ2
. (D.3)
B. The quenched quasi-multiplicativity properties. We will use the following
result which is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.16 of [Van18].
Proposition D.2. There exists C ∈ [1,+∞[ such that for every ρ′ ≥ 1 the following holds
with probability larger than 1−C(ρ′)−2: for every r1, r2, r3 ∈ [ρ′,+∞[ that satisfy r1 ≤ r2 ≤
r3, we have:
1
C
Pη1/2 [A4(r1, r3)] ≤ Pη1/2 [A4(r1, r2)] Pη1/2 [A4(r2, r3)] ≤ C Pη1/2 [A4(r1, r3)] .
Let i ∈ N∗ and assume that η belongs to the following event:
GP
i
(ρ) :=
+∞⋂
k=0
Dense1/100
(
A(2k−2ρi, 2k+2ρi)
) ∩QBC21/100 (A(2k−2ρi, 2k+2ρi)) .
Then, η satisfies sufficiently many box-crossing properties so that for any r1 ≥ ρi we have
Pη1/2 [A4(r1, 2r1)] ≥ Ω(1) .
Moreover, η satisfies sufficiently many spatial independence properties so that
Â4(r1, r2) ⊆ A4(2r1, r2/2)
for any r1, r2 ∈ [ρi,+∞[ such that r1 ≤ r2/4. As a result, if the event of Proposition D.2
holds for ρ′ = ρi and if η ∈ GPi(ρ) then the quasi-multiplicativity property is also true for
the quantities Pη1/2
[
Â4(r,R)
]
i.e. there exists a constant C ′ ∈ [1,+∞[ such that, for every
r1, r2, r3 ∈ [ρi,+∞[ that satisfy r1 ≤ r2 ≤ r3, we have
1
C ′
Pη1/2
[
Â4(r1, r3)
]
≤ Pη1/2
[
Â4(r1, r2)
]
Pη1/2
[
Â4(r2, r3)
]
≤ C ′Pη1/2
[
Â4(r1, r3)
]
. (D.4)
Let us write QQMi(ρ) (for Quenched Quasi-Multiplicativity) for the event that the above
holds. By the same calculations as in paragraph A above, GP
i
(ρ) holds with probability
larger than 1−O(1) 1ρ2 . Together with Proposition D.2, this implies that
P
[
QQMi(ρ)
] ≥ 1−O(1) 1
(ρi)2
≥ 1−O(1) 1
ρ2
. (D.5)
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C. The quenched probabilities of the 3-arm event in the half-plane and of
the 4-arm event. In this paragraph, we consider the annuli Aik = A(ρ
i
k+3ρ
i
k/10, ρ
i
k+1−
3ρik/10) and the half-annuli A
i,−
k = {(x1, x2) ∈ Aik : x2 ≤ 2ρik/10}. We write A3(Ai,−k ) for
the 3-arm event in Ai,−k and we let
Â3(A
i,−
k ) =
{
P1/2
[
Â3(A
i,−
k )
∣∣∣ω ∩Aik] > 0} .
We first prove the following claim.
Claim D.3. There exists an absolute constant c > 0 such that the following holds. For every
δ ∈]0, 1[ there exists a constant M0 = M0(δ) < +∞ such that, if M ≥ M0 then for every
k, i ∈ N we have
P
[
Pη1/2
[
Â3(A
i,−
k )
]
≤ δPη1/2
[
Â4(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1)
]]
≥ c .
Proof. Fix some δ ∈]0, 1[. If M is sufficiently large then, by Propositions 1.15, 1.17 and 1.14,
P1/2
[
Â3(A
i,−
k )
]
≤ δ
2
P1/2
[
Â4(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1)
]
.
Moreover, by Proposition 1.14, there exists a constant C ′′ ∈ [1,+∞[ such that√
E
[
Pη1/2
[
Â4(ρik, ρ
i
k+1)
]2]
≤ C ′′P1/2
[
Â4(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1)
]
.
As a result (by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality at the third line),
P1/2
[
Â4(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1)
]
≤ 1
δ
P1/2
[
Â3(A
i,−
k )
]
+ E
[
Pη1/2
[
Â4(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1)
]
1Pη
1/2[Â3(A
i,−
k )]≤δPη1/2[Â4(ρik,ρik+1)]
]
≤ δ
2δ
P1/2
[
Â4(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1)
]
+
√
E
[
Pη1/2
[
Â4(ρik, ρ
i
k+1)
]2]√
P
[
Pη1/2
[
Â3(A
i,−
k )
]
≤ δPη1/2
[
Â4(ρik, ρ
i
k+1)
]]
≤ 1
2
P1/2
[
Â4(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1)
]
+ C ′′ P1/2
[
Â4(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1)
]√
P
[
Pη1/2
[
Â3(A
i,−
k )
]
≤ δPη1/2
[
Â4(ρik, ρ
i
k+1)
]]
.
This implies the result with c = 1/(2C ′′)2. 
D. A quenched analogue of (D.1). Remember that the configurations ω′ and ω′′
have the same underlying point process η. In this paragraph, we restrict ourselves to the
cases where there exists i ∈ N∗ such that r = ρi and R = ρr = ρi+1 and we use the events
from Paragraphs A, B and C to study the quantity
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
∣∣∣ η] .
To simplify the calculations below, we assume that logM (ρ) = logM (R/r) is an integer (the
proof in the general case is the same).
Fix some δ ∈]0, 1[ to be chosen later and assume that M ≥ M0 where M0 = M0(δ)
is the constant from Claim D.3. We let Ni = |Ni| where Ni is the set of all the integers
k ∈ {0, · · · , logM (ρ)− 1} such that
Pη1/2
[
Â3(A
i,−
k )
]
≤ δPη1/2
[
Â4(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1)
]
.
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Note that Ni stochastically dominates a binomial random variable of parameters logM (ρ)
and c where c is the constant from Claim D.3. As a result, there exists an absolute constant
a ∈]0, 1[ such that
P [Ni ≥ a logM (ρ)] ≤
1
a
e−a logM (ρ) . (D.6)
We consider the following event
GPi(ρ,M) = G˜P
i
(ρ,M) ∩QQMi(ρ) ∩ {Ni ≥ a logM (ρ)} .
We now prove the following claim.
Claim D.4. Assume that there exists i ∈ N∗ such that r = ρi and R = ρr. If M is
sufficiently large, then there exists a constant d = d(M) > 0 (that does not depend on i and
ρ) such that for every η ∈ GPi(ρ,M) we have
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
∣∣∣ η] ≤ ρ−dPη1/2 [Â4(r,R)] .
Proof. Let i and ρ as in the statement of the claim and let η ∈ GPi(ρ,M). For each
k ∈ {0, · · · , logM (ρ) − 1} let E(k) = Ei(k) denote the event that there are black paths
as in Figure 1. Since η ∈ G˜Pi(ρ,M), there exists c′ = c′(M) > 0 such that, for each k,
Pη1/2 [E(k)] ≥ c′(M). Let N˜i ≤ Ni be the number of integers k ∈ Ni such that ω′ ∈ E(k).
Let k1 < · · · < kN˜i denote these integers and let l1 < · · · < lm be a possible occurrence of
these. By spatial independence, we have
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R))
∣∣∣ η, N˜i = m, k1 = l1, · · · , km = lm] ≤ P [ω′′ ∈ Â4(r, ρil1) ∣∣∣ η]
×
m−1∏
q=1
(
P
[
ω′ ∈ Â4(ρilq , ρilq+1)
∣∣∣ η, ω′ ∈ E(lq)]P [ω′′ ∈ Â4(ρilq+1, ρilq+1) ∣∣∣ η])
× P
[
ω′ ∈ Â4(ρilm , ρilm+1)
∣∣∣ η, ω′ ∈ E(lm)]P [ω′′ ∈ Â4(ρilm+1, R) ∣∣∣ η] . (D.7)
Let us study the quantities P
[
ω′ ∈ Â4(ρilq , ρilq+1)
∣∣∣ η, ω′ ∈ E(lq)] for q ∈ {1, · · · ,m}. To this
purpose, note that we have (see Figure 2):
Pη1/2
[
A4(ρ
i
k + 3ρ
i
k/10, ρ
i
k+1 − 3ρik/10)
∣∣∣E(k)] ≤ Pη1/2 [A3(Ai,−k )] .
Actually, in order to obtain this estimate, we have to condition on the upper paths that cross
the rectangles [ρik + 2ρ
i
k/10, ρ
i
k+1− 2ρik/10]× [ρik/10, 2ρik/10] and [−(ρik + 2ρik/10),−(ρik+1−
2ρik/10)] × [ρik/10, 2ρik/10] and observe that (since we work under the quenched measure)
this conditioning does not affect the configuration below these paths. We could not apply
this argument at the annealed level.
Since η ∈ G˜Pi(ρ,M) we have enough spatial independence properties so that Â4(ρik, ρik+1) ⊆
A4(ρ
i
k+3ρ
i
k/10, ρ
i
k+1−3ρik/10) for each k ∈ N. As a result for each k ∈ {0, · · · , logM (ρ)−1}
we have
Pη1/2
[
Â4(ρ
i
k, ρ
i
k+1)
∣∣∣E(k)] ≤ Pη1/2 [A3(Ai,−k )] ≤ Pη1/2 [Â3(Ai,−k )] .
Since k1, · · · , kN˜i ∈ Ni, (D.7) and the above imply that
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R))
∣∣∣ η, N˜i = m, k1 = l1, · · · , km = lm] ≤ δm × P [ω′′ ∈ Â4(r, ρil1) ∣∣∣ η]
×
m−1∏
q=1
(
P
[
ω′ ∈ Â4(ρilq , ρilq+1)
∣∣∣ η]P [ω′′ ∈ Â4(ρilq+1, ρilq+1) ∣∣∣ η])
× P
[
ω′ ∈ Â4(ρilm , ρilm+1)
∣∣∣ η]P [ω′′ ∈ Â4(ρilm+1, R) ∣∣∣ η] .
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0ρik/10
ρik
ρik+1
ρik/10
Figure 1: A realization of the event E(k) = Ei(k).
0
ρik/10
ρik
ρik+1
ρik/10
Figure 2: A realization of the event E(k) and of the 4-arm event implies the realization of a
3-arm event in a half-plane.
Next, the quenched quasi-multiplicativity property (D.4) implies that the above is at most
δm(C ′)2mPη1/2
[
Â4(r,R)
]
.
Since η ∈ GPi(ρ,M), we have Ni ≥ a logM (ρ). Moreover, since (conditionally on η) N˜i
stochastically dominates a binomial random variable of parameters Ni and c
′(M), there
exists b = b(M) > 0 such that
P
[
N˜i ≤ b logM (ρ)
∣∣∣ η] ≤ 1
b
exp(−b logM (ρ)) .
Note furthermore that, conditionally on η, N˜i is independent of ω
′′. We finally obtain that
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R))
∣∣∣ η] ≤ (1
b
exp(−b logM (ρ)) +
(
δ(C ′)2
)b logM (ρ))Pη1/2 [Â4(r,R)] .
This ends the proof (if we choose for instance δ = 1/(2(C ′)2)). 
E. Integretion on η. Let us conclude the proof of (D.1). By Claim D.4, we have the
following if M is sufficiently large and if there exists i ∈ N∗ such that r = ρi and R = ρr:
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
≤ P
[
η /∈ GPi(ρ,M), ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
+ ρ−dP1/2
[
Â4(r,R)
]
.
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By Proposition 1.14, the above is less than or equal to
P
[
η /∈ GPi(ρ,M), ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
+O(1) ρ−dαan4 (r,R) .
If we combine the above with (D.3) and (D.5), we obtain that
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
≤ O(1) 1
ρ2
+ P
[
Ni ≤ a logM (ρ), ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
+O(1) ρ−dαan4 (r,R) .
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
P
[
Ni ≤ a logM (ρ), ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
= E
[
1Ni≤a logM (ρ)P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
∣∣∣ η]]
≤
√
P [Ni ≤ a logM (ρ)]
√
E
[
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
∣∣∣ η]2]
≤
√
P [Ni ≤ a logM (ρ)]
√
E
[
Pη1/2
[
Â4(r,R)
]2]
.
Proposition 1.14 implies that
√
E
[
Pη1/2
[
Â4(r,R)
]2]
≤ O(1)αan4 (r,R). Hence, if we combine
this with (D.6), we obtain that the above is less than or equal to
O(1)
√
1
a
e−a logM (ρ)αan4 (r,R) .
As a result, if there exists i ∈ N∗ such that r = ρi and R = ρr, then
E
[
Pη1/2
[
Â4(r,R)
∣∣∣ω ∩H]2] = P [ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)]
≤ O(1)
(
1
ρ2
+
√
1
a
e−a logM (ρ)αan4 (r,R) + ρ
−dαan4 (r,R)
)
.
By Proposition 1.15, there exists d′ > 0 such that 1ρ2 ≤ O(1) ρ−d
′
αan4 (r,R). As a result (still
if M is sufficiently large and if there exists i ∈ N∗ such that r = ρi and R = ρr), there exists
d′′ = d′′(M) > 0 such that the above is at most
ρ−d
′′
αan4 (r,R) =
( r
R
)d′′
αan4 (r,R) .
Fix a constant M sufficiently large so that the above holds. Finally, we have obtained the
desired result (i.e. (D.1)) for any r,R satisfying r = ρi and R = ρr for some i ∈ N∗ and
some ρ ∈ [100M2,+∞[. Fix some ρ ∈ [100M2,+∞[ to be chosen later. Let us conclude
that (D.1) holds in general. To this purpose, first note that, by the quasi-multiplicativity
property for the quantities αan4 (·, ·), it is enough to prove the result in the cases where there
exist i < j ∈ N∗ such that r = ρi and R = ρj . Therefore, let i < j ∈ N∗, let r = ρi and
R = ρj , and let us study the quantity P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
. By spatial independence and
by using the result in the cases already proved, we have
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(r,R)
]
≤
j−1∏
l=i
P
[
ω′, ω′′ ∈ Â4(ρl, ρl+1)
]
≤
j−1∏
l=i
ρ−d
′′
αan4 (ρ
l, ρl+1) ,
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By the quasi-multiplicativity property of the quantities αan4 (·, ·), there exists an absolute
constant C ′′′ ∈ [1,+∞[ such that the above is less than or equal to
(C ′′′ρ−d
′′/2)j−i ρ−d
′′(j−i)/2 αan4 (r,R) = (C
′′′ρ−d
′′/2)j−i
( r
R
)d′′/2
αan4 (r,R) .
This ends the proof (if we choose ρ such that C ′′′ρ−d
′′/2 ≤ 1). 
In Subsection 3.2, we need the following consequence of Lemma D.1. Remember that fR
is the 1-arm event.
Lemma D.5. Let R ∈ [1,+∞[ and 1 ≤ ρ1 < ρ2 < +∞. Also, let A be an annulus included
in [−R,R]2 of the form A(x; ρ1, ρ2) = x+[−ρ2, ρ2]2\]−ρ1, ρ1[2 and let B be its inner square.
Assume that A is at distance at least ρ2 from 0 (in particular, neither A nor B contains 0).
Let H be a half-plane whose boundary contains the center of A and is parallel to the x or y
axis. Then, there exists an absolute constant ε2 > 0 such that the following holds:
E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivAB(fR)
∣∣∣ω ∩H]2] ≤ O(1) (ρ1/ρ2)ε2αan4 (ρ1, ρ2) ,
where PivAB(fR) is the pivotal event from Definition 3.11.
Proof. We first write the proof in the case where ρ2 ≤ ρ21. Let
Dense(ρ1, ρ2) = Dense1/100(A(x; ρ1, 2ρ1)) ∩Dense1/100(A(x; ρ2/2, ρ2)) ,
where the events “Dense” are the events from Definition 3.18. Note that, if ω ∈ Dense(ρ1, ρ2)∩
PivAB(fR), then the 4-arm event in A(x; 2ρ1, ρ2/2) (denoted by A4(x; 2ρ1, ρ2/2)) holds. As
a result,
E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivAB(fR)
∣∣∣ω ∩H]2] ≤ E [Pη1/2 [A4(x; 2ρ1, ρ2/2) ∣∣∣ω ∩H]2]+ P [¬Dense(ρ1, ρ2)] .
By using that P [¬Dense(ρ1, ρ2)] decays to 0 super-polynomially fast in ρ1, by using that
ρ2 ≤ ρ21, and by using Lemma D.1, we obtain that there exists ε > 0 such that
E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivAB(fR)
∣∣∣ω ∩H]2] ≤ O(1) (ρ1/ρ2)εαan4 (2ρ1, ρ2/2) ≤ O(1) (ρ1/ρ2)εαan4 (ρ1, ρ2) .
(The last inequality comes from the quasi-multiplicativity property (and (1.2)).)
Let us now prove the result in the general case. To this purpose, let M be sufficiently
large to be chosen later. Also, let Ak = A(x; ρ1M
k, ρ1M
k+1) and let Bk be the inner square
of Ak. The events Piv
Ak
Bk
(fR), k = 0, · · · , logM (ρ2/ρ1) − 1, are independent and for every
k ∈ {0, · · · , logM (ρ2/ρ1) − 1}, PivAkBk(fR) contains PivAB(fR). Therefore, the result in the
case ρ2 ≤ ρ21 and the quasi-multiplicativity property for the quantities αan4 (·, ·) imply that
there exists C ∈ [1,+∞[ such that, in the general case,
E
[
Pη1/2
[
PivAB(fR)
∣∣∣ω ∩H]2] ≤ C logM (ρ2/ρ1)(ρ1/ρ2)εαan4 (ρ1, ρ2) .
Choosing M such that log(C)/ log(M) ≤ ε/2 ends the proof. 
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